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Photonic crystals, dubbed semiconductors for light, provide a platform to control the flow of
light, increasingly finding applications in optical communications, lasers and sensors, just to
name a few. This thesis presents a body of computational studies undertaken to design novel
photonic crystals and devise a bottom-up route to realise them, exploiting a hierarchical self-
assembly scheme for elongated triblock colloids. The designer colloidal particles under consid-
eration have a soft repulsive spherocylindrical core, with an attractive patch on each of the
hemispherical caps. Using basin-hopping global optimisation, we first predict the low-lying
structures for these designer colloidal particles on the crystal energy landscape. We find four
isoenergetic structures as the global minima: cubic tetrastack, hexagonal tetrastack, double
cubic tetrastack and triple cubic tetrastack. Our photonic band structure calculations then re-
veal that the cubic and hexagonal tetrastack structures both possess photonic band gaps, which
are wider than their spherical counterparts. Additionally, we argue that the local tetrahedral
ordering of the particles is vital for the band gaps found for both of these crystal structures.
Finally, we explore a hierarchical self-assembly strategy for the colloidal particles to realise these
colloidal crystals via a bottom-up route. To this end, we introduce a hierarchy of interaction
strengths for the patch-patch interactions so that a two-stage assembly process is followed via
the formation of self-limiting tetrahedral clusters. Although such a staged assembly pathway
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Introduction
In the winter of 1947 Walter H. Brattain and John A. Bardeen, under the guidance by William B.
Shockley, all of whom at the time worked at Bell laboratories, discovered the transistor e ect.
Fast forward 70 years, and it is di cult to overstate the importance of this discovery to our
everyday lives. It birthed a new wave of technologies, least of which being the integrated circuit
and modern day computer. Thanks to these semiconductor devices, billion dollar companies
like Apple, Microsoft, Samsung (and others of course) have emerged. Consumer demand has
driven the semiconductor industry to miniaturise these electronic devices, whilst simultaneously
improving their performance. However, semiconductor devices are now being pushed to their
limits and we must turn to new technologies.
Enter photonic devices. There is a new demand for devices that use photons, rather than
electrons, as information carriers, driving scientists and engineers to find new ways in which
to control the optical properties of materials. Fibre-optic cables, which simply guide light,
are one such material to emerge from this new endeavour and they have already completely
revolutionised the telecommunications industry. In this thesis we concern ourselves with the
fabrication of a new class of optical materials, called photonic crystals, that have a variety of
potential applications.
1.1 Photonic Crystals
Photonic crystals are periodic structures, just like atomic or molecular crystals; however, we
substitute the atoms or molecules for macroscopic media of di erent dielectric constants, Á. We
will only consider photonic crystals composed of two di erent dielectric media, which form a
one-, two- or three-dimensional (1D, 2D or 3D) periodic arrangement.
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Maxwell’s equations can be solved in order to extract the band structure of these materials,
which gives all of the allowed frequencies, Ê(k), for a photon with a given wave vector, k. The
interfaces between the di erent dielectric media act as scattering centres, and so, in certain
instances, a photonic crystal may prevent the propagation of light in certain directions. The
frequency range in which a photon is prohibited to propagate through the crystal is said to form
a “photonic band gap” (PBG), and so, photonic crystals are also referred to as PBG materials.1–3
The band structure for the multilayer film (a 1D photonic crystal) is shown in Figure 1.2, where
we see that it has a band gap for light of normal incidence. Figure 1.2 also shows that the size
of the band gap depends on the dielectric contrast of the constituent materials, with a larger
contrast leading to a larger band gap. The calculation of the band structure, and the origin
of the band structure, are elaborated on in section 2.3. The multilayer film was studied by
Lord Rayleigh in 1887, 100 years before the term “photonic crystal” had even been coined. He
observed that, for normally incident light, the multilayer film acted as a perfect mirror for light
with frequencies that, we now know, lie within its PBG.4 It was not then for another 100 years
before it was suggested that that this phenomenon could be extended for light propagating in
all directions; with the modern ideas driving research into photonic crystals being attributed to
the works of Yablonovich and John in 1987.5,6 A photonic crystal which is periodic in 3D (or
2D) may be able to reflect light in any direction (or from any angle in a plane).
The size and location of the PBG is governed principally by the symmetry, volume fraction,
topology of the crystal, as well as, the shape of the individual scatterers that form the crystal
and their dielectric constant. The first photonic crystal with a complete 3D PBG was fabricated
in 1991 by Yablonovich, a variant of the diamond structure was made by drilling holes in a
block of dielectric material (the structure is now referred to as yablonovite).7 The story behind
the fabrication of this structure is almost poetic, as at the time Yablonovich was based at Bell
laboratories, just as Brattain and Bardeen were. The fabrication of photonic crystals at optical
length scales have several potential applications, for instance as waveguides in optical circuits8,
optical switches for telecommunications9–11, chemical sensors,12,13 and biosensors14,15 to name
a few. An attractive, and low cost, means of fabricating such photonic crystals is via the self-
assembly of colloidal particles. However, so far only close-packed structures with narrow PBGs,
that are not robust against defects, have been fabricated.
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Figure 1.1: Representative images of 1D, 2D and 3D photonic crystals. Adapted from Ref. [16]
Figure 1.2: (top) The multilayer film, the di erent coloured layers represent di erent dielectric
materials. Therefore, this structure has periodicity along the z-axis only. Each layer has a depth
of a/2, where a is the spatial period of the structure. (bottom) The photonic band structures
for three di erent multilayer film, where the incident wave is propagating along the z-axis. (a)
The structure considered here is bulk GaAs (Á = 13), and so has no discrete translational
symmetry. This is reflected by it having no band gap. (b) This multilayer film is composed
of GaAs (Á1 = 13) and GaAlAs (Á2 = 12). The small di erence in the dielectric constants of
the di erent layers results in a narrow band gap. (c) This multilayer film is composed of GaAs
(Á1 = 13) and air (Á2 = 1). The large di erence in the dielectric constants of the di erent layers
results in a wide band gap. The values n = 1 and n = 2 refer to the first and second bands of
the band structure. Adapted from Ref. [16]
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1.1.1 Diamond Family of Photonic Crystals
The fcc structure was initially considered to be the best candidate for a structure with a complete
PBG.1 However, it was later shown by Ho, Chan and Soukoulis to only have a partial PBG.17
The first structure confirmed to possess a complete PBG was in fact diamond.17 The structure
was composed of dielectric spheres, with a refractive index of n = 3.6, positioned on diamond
lattice points, and embedded in air. This structure was reported to have a band gap–midgap
ratio (the ratio of the width of the band gap and the midgap frequency of the band gap) of 15%,
although this value was later disputed and shown to actually only be 3.5%.18 However, the inverse
structure (i.e., diamond lattice of air spheres embedded in a high dielectric medium) was reported
to have a band gap–midgap ratio of 29%, which still stands as one of widest band gaps reported.17
The only structure to have a wider band gap is the so-called “rod-connected diamond” structure,
which has a band gap–midgap ratio of 30%. This is a structure composed of dielectric spheres
that lie on diamond lattice points, and are connected to their nearest neighbours by dielectric
cylinders. A recent computational study looked to identify what structures provide optimal
complete PBGs via topology optimisation, where each voxel of the unit cell was a degree of
freedom. The rod-connected diamond structure was found to be the optimal structure with a
band gap–midgap ratio of 30.2%.19 Despite this, rod-connected diamond has proven di cult to
fabricate. This has lead to a family of alternative photonic crystals, based on diamond, that
are more easily fabricated. A thorough review of the diamond family of photonic crystals is
provided in Ref. [20].
Complete PBGs are not limited to perfect crystals with long-ranged order. This is best
demonstrated by the so-called “photonic amorphous diamond” (PAD) structure. PAD is an
amorphous structure formed from tetrahedrally coordinated dielectric rods that was shown to
possess a complete PBG of 18%. Despite having no long-range order, the structure still has
a band gap.21,22 However, PAD and rod-connected diamond have the same local tetrahedral
ordering of dielectric cylinders. This has lead to the hypothesis that it is the local tetrahedral
order which is the key to the opening of the band gap, rather than the long-ranged order which
plays a secondary role.22,23 A similar observation was made by Maldovan et. al. where they
studied the existence of PBGs for structures in the 11 fcc spacegroups. They suggested that it is
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the basic connectivity of the structure which determines the existence of a PBG, with additional
structural complexity simply modifying the band gap.24 Interestingly, a structure similar to PAD
is observed in the feather barbs of the scarlet macaw.25
1.2 Colloidal Self-Assembly
The emergence of order from disorder is a common theme in nature – the formation of cell
membranes from phospholipids, the crystallisation of water molecules into snowflakes and the
intertwining of DNA strands into helices are just a few examples. The term “self-assembly”
refers to the spontaneous formation of an ordered structure or pattern from its initially disordered
components without any human intervention.26 In particular, self-assembly provides a promising
bottom-up route to 3D structures. However, understanding the physical principles, which govern
the self-assembly of these building blocks, holds the key to “programming” particles to form
target structures. Using molecular systems for such an end is not easily done, given they are
not easily visualised and their interactions are often complex.
Colloids have emerged as a model system for atomic and molecular systems, where we define a
colloidal dispersion as a system of small solid particles that are suspended in a solvent. Particles
are considered to be colloidal if they have at least one dimension which is of the order 0.01 - 10
µm. This size range is not arbitrary, and the lower and upper limits have two key consequences.
Compared to the particle size, the solvent molecules must be so small that the time scales of the
solvent molecules and the colloidal particles are far enough apart that we can “integrate out”
the degrees of freedom for the solvent molecules from our description of the system. Instead,
we describe the solvent as a continuum. Therefore, the lower limit for the size of the colloidal
particles is set by the size of the solvent molecules. The upper size limit is determined by the size
at which external fields, such as gravity, overshadow the e ects of Brownian motion. If one was
to observe a dilute suspension of spherical colloidal particles, they would see that each particle
moves with an irregular, but continuous, random motion. This motion is known as Brownian
motion.27,28 The phenomenon is named after Robert Brown, a botanist who first observed this
motion while looking at plant pollen in 1827.29 Albert Einstein, o ered an explanation for this
observation in 1905. He attributed the random motion to a constantly fluctuating net force on
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the particles due to constant collisions with the solvent molecules.30 In fact, it is because of
this observation (and later experimental verification by Jean Baptiste Perrin31) that many were
convinced of the existence of molecules. Due to this Brownian motion, colloidal systems have
a “phase space” trajectory governed by the principles of statistical mechanics. As a result, a
colloidal system will attempt to reach a thermodynamic equilibrium structure which minimises
its free energy, hence why they are particularly useful as a model system for atomic and molecular
systems.27
1.2.1 Colloidal Crystals
Due to their ability to reach thermal equilibrium, colloidal systems exhibit phase behaviour
that is similar to that of atoms and molecules. If we consider a colloidal system composed of
spherical particles that have purely isotropic and repulsive interactions, then as we increase the
concentration of the particles we observe a transition, driven by entropy, from a liquid phase
to a crystalline phase. In this crystalline phase the system attempts to maximise its packing
fraction, and so the particles form a close-packed structure. There are two di erent close-packed
structures with maximum packing fraction of 74%, the face-centred cubic (fcc, also known as
the cubic close-packed structure) and hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structures. Both structures
can be thought of as being built up from layers of spheres forming a triangular lattice, where
the two structures arise due to di erences in the stacking of these layers (this is discussed in
more detail in section 2.1.1). Experimentally it is observed that these close-packed colloidal
crystals have randomly stacked layers, and are referred to as random hcp (rhcp) crystals.32,33
This random phase arises as the di erence in free-energy between the two structures is very
small (fcc is reported to have the lower free-energy, although, this has been a topic of much
controversy due to the di erence being so small).34,35
The iridescence of the gemstone opal is actually due to the di raction of light from a 3D
grating composed of close-packed silica microspheres (i.e., it is a colloidal crystal). Close-packed
colloidal crystals assembled in the laboratory are sometimes referred to as synthetic opals. An
fcc lattice of close-packed colloidal spheres does not have a complete PBG; however, it does
still have interesting optical properties that are also responsible for the iridescence of natural
opals. The photonic band structure of these crystals have a narrow partial PBG (i.e., light
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of a particular wavelength, or colour, is prohibited to propagate through the crystal when it
is incident in a particular direction). The narrowness and directionality of these partial gaps
leads to the iridescence of opal, and is an example of structural colour (i.e., colour that arises
due to the scattering of light, rather than the absorption of light). Following the fabrication
of a synthetic opal, it is possible to “invert” the structure by infiltrating the space between
the spheres with a high dielectric material, for instance silicon. The colloidal spheres are then
dissolved away, leaving behind an inverse opal. Whereas the “direct” fcc structure does not
have a complete band gap, its inverse structure does. Similarly, the inverse hcp structure also
has a complete PBG.1,16,33 Other examples of structural colour found in nature include peacock
feathers, jellyfish and butterfly wings. The blue iridescence of the Morpho didus butterfly is due
to the di raction of light from a 3D grating that forms a dielectric network.36
1.2.2 Patchy Particles and Molecular Colloids
Colloidal particles are not limited to assembling close-packed structures. In recent years, the
availability of a rich arsenal of colloidal building blocks, thanks to advances in synthetic meth-
ods, has paved the way for an exotic variety of self-assembled structures. This makes colloidal
particles especially attractive building blocks for 3D structures because of the scope for tuning
the inter-particle interactions, in terms of the strength and range, as well as their shape largely
also being tunable.37–39 Given this, colloidal particles can be rationally designed so that they
will self-assemble into a range of di erent structures. If we wish to move away from close-packed
structures, and towards open structures, such as cubic diamond, the spherical symmetry of the
particles must first be broken. In other words, we require particles with anisotropic interactions
or geometry. It is possible to fabricate particles with anisotropic interactions that have a num-
ber of attractive or repulsive patches on their surface, that are often referred to as “patchy”
particles.40 The patches introduce directionality to the inter-particle interactions, meaning that
altering the number, size, shape and relative geometry of the patches will also alter the potential
structures that the particles can form. Additionally, we must also consider the strength of the
inter-particle interactions, if they are too strong the particles will become kinetically trapped
in disordered structures, whilst if they are too weak assembly will not occur.41 The strength of
the interactions must be correctly tuned so as to allow for bond reversibility, this ensures that
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incorrectly positioned particles can be re-positioned. Colloidal particles with patches of DNA
sticky ends on their surface have been fabricated. These particles display specific directional
bonding, so that when they assemble into clusters they form “molecular colloids”. The valency
of the colloidal atoms, and hence what colloidal molecules they can form, is controlled by the
number of patches on their surface and the size of the patches, Figure 1.3 shows a range of
colloidal molecules that can form from a set of colloidal atoms. DNA hybridisation ensures that
the interactions between the colloidal atoms are specific, and so adds another layer of control
over the formation of these colloidal molecules.42
Figure 1.3: DNA coated colloids
of various valancies that form
“colloidal molecules”, where the
green and red patches are com-
plementary to one another left
Bright-field microscopy images
center confocal fluorescent mi-
croscopy images right cartoon
representations of the parti-
cles. (a) Monovalent particles
form AB-type molecules. (b)
Divalent particles form AB2-
type molecules. (c) Triva-
lent particles form AB3-type
molecules (d) Tetravalent par-
ticles form AB4-type molecules
(e) If complementary divalent
particles are mixed, linear poly-
mer chains form. Adapted form
Ref. [42]
Particular e ort has been spent on investigating the assembly of colloidal particles with
four identical patches arranged with a tetrahedral geometry.43–47 These particles are an obvious
choice for potential precursors to cubic diamond, and so hold the promise of a self-assembling
system with a large complete PBG. Glotzer et. al. studied the assembly of patchy particle
with a hard core, and patches with a tetrahedral arrangement using Monte Carlo simulations.
They observed that, for fast cooling rates, the diamond structure is not observed, instead only
kinetically arrested, disordered structures are obtained. However, for slow cooling rates, cubic
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diamond is formed in 55% of the runs. This was clear evidence for the potential of these particles
as precursors for cubic diamond; however, only a single parameter set was investigated.43 Despite
their promise, these particles have not been routinely available to experimentalists until very
recently. Sacanna et. al. recently proposed a new method of fabricating patchy colloids, they
call colloidal fusion.48
1.2.3 Self-Assembly of Triblock Patchy Particles
Unlike tetrahedral patchy colloids, triblock patchy particles have routinely been fabricated in
bulk by the glancing angle deposition (GLAD) method.49 As a result, we choose to focus on this
system in this thesis. In a notable experimental study, Chen et. al. demonstrated a remarkable
example of self-assembly in a system of triblock colloidal particles with hydrophobic patches
on their poles, separated by a charged middle band, into an open Kagome lattice.50 In this
study, the gradual addition of salt to the system increasingly screened the repulsive electrostatic
interactions between the charged surfaces. This allows the short-ranged hydrophobic interactions
to come into play and maximise the number of attractive contacts between the patches, while
simultaneously minimising the repulsive contacts between their charged middle bands. The
size of the patches determined the number of attractive contacts each particle can form, and
hence governed the geometric arrangements of the particles. The particles were constrained in
a quasi-two-dimensional system and the patches had an opening angle of 65¶, meaning that
only two contacts could be made per patch. Each hydrophobic contact was of the magnitude
10kBT (where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature), ensuring that incorrectly
aligned bonds could be corrected so that the system would not become kinetically trapped in a
disordered configuration.50 After this example of self-assembly was reported, the self-assembly
of triblock particles was, and still is, studied extensively with computational methods, usually
using the, so-called, extended patch models. These models make use of a group of potential
energy functions and combine a repulsive interaction, which is often a hard-core repulsion, with
a short-ranged attractive term having an orientation dependence. In these models, the patchy
particles are treated as rigid bodies with M circular patches on their surface, the orientation of
particle i is denoted by ûi, and the orientation of patch a on particle i is denoted by ûa. The
distance between the centre of mass of particles i and j is given by rij = ÎrijÎ = Îri ≠ rjÎ.
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Kern and Frenkel considered a simple model for spherical patchy particles to study the e ect
of the size and number of attractive patches on the fluid–fluid coexistence,51 the Kern-Frenkel
model, as it is now known, has been widely used in computational studies of patchy particles.
The Kern-Frenkel model has a hard core, decorated with patches, and describes the directional
patch-patch interactions in terms of a square-well potential with an angular modulation. A
bond is considered to form between two particles i and j if their center-to-center separation rij
is less than a certain distance and if two patches, each with a half angle of ◊, on the interacting
particles face each other.51 The Kern-Frenkel potential takes the form:
U
kf







ab (rij) · fab(r̂ij , ûa, ûb) (1.1)







Œ if rij < ‡
≠‘ if ‡ Æ rij < ‡ + ”
0 otherwise
(1.2)
where ‡ is the hard-sphere diameter and ” is the range of the attractive interaction with the
well depth ‘. The angular dependence of the potential is given by








(r̂ij · ûa) > cos ◊ for some patch a on i
and (r̂ji · ûb) > cos ◊ for some patch b on j
0 otherwise
(1.3)
Most of the computational studies of triblock particles to date have employed the Kern-Frenkel
model with two equal-size attractive patches on the poles.
1.2.3.1 Two-Dimensional Crystal Phases
The initial experimental work on the Kagome lattice led Romano and Sciortino to study the
phase diagram of the two-patch Kern-Frenkel model in two-dimensions for two di erent values
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of the patch width, both of which allow for a maximum of two bonds per patch with a maximum
interaction range of 1.05‡.52 The open Kagome lattice was shown to be stable at low pressures;
as the pressure was increased, a close-packed hexagonal structure was observed instead, and
at high temperatures a fluid phase was found to be stable. Each particle in the Kagome and
hexagonal lattices have four bonding contacts, the particles in the hexagonal lattice also have
an additional two non-bonding contacts.
Figure 1.4: Snapshots of the gas, liquid, Kagome and hexagonal phases of the triblock particles.
The particles are constrained to translate in two-dimensions, but are free to rotate in three-
dimensions. Adapted from Ref. [53]
If particles are only able to interact with their nearest neighbors, as the triblock particles do,
then for each interaction there will be a single constraint on the system. The average number
of constraints in the Kagome and hexagonal structures is the coordination number of each
particle (i.e. four and six respectively). According to Maxwell’s counting rules, for a system
to be considered mechanically stable it must have more than 2d constraints, where d is the
dimensionality of the system. A system that has 2d constraints is called an isostatic system,
such as the Kagome lattice.54 This begs the question – despite being mechanically unstable, why
is the Kagome lattice observed as a stable structure in both experiment and simulation?
Mao et. al. explained this stability using an analytical theory based on lattice dynamics.55
In particular, the stability of the Kagome lattice was attributed to rotational and vibrational
entropy. For the triblock particles there is a finite range of bond-angles between neighboring
particles which are isoenergetic, with the number of orientational microstates being limited by
patch size. This facilitates the existence of zero-energy distortions (floppy modes) within the
Kagome lattice that corresponds to rotations of trianglular units along straight lines in the
lattice. For isotropic spheres these floppy modes would result in the collapse of the Kagome
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lattice into a close-packed hexagonal structure. However, due to the finite range of isoenergetic
bond angles for triblock particles, the Kagome lattice gains additional constraints, leading to its
mechanical stability. However, this does not explain why the Kagome lattice is observed rather
than the hexagonal lattice, given that the structures are isoenergetic (if the particles exhibit
hard-core repulsion) and possess the same rotational entropy per particle. The Kagome lattice
is favored over its close-packed counterpart due to particles in the open structure having more
room to vibrate, leading to its entropic selection. As stated earlier, particles in the hexagonal
lattice have two additional non-bonding contacts compared to the Kagome lattice, as a result
the particles are more confined in the close-packed lattice and so have less vibrational entropy.
If the density is not too high, the rotational and vibrational entropy are the dominant factors
in determining which structure is favoured. However, the close-packed structure, of the same
density as the open structure, has greater translational entropy. If the pressure is increased,
or the temperature decreased, translational entropy becomes more dominant resulting in the
close-packed structure being entropically favoured.56 Mao et al. also predicted that as the width
of the patches increased (up to the maximum patch width for the two bond limit) the Kagome
lattice becomes more stable, agreeing with the observations made by Romano and Sciortino.
Mao notes that the potential models considered so far do not completely capture the true
nature of triblock particles.57 However, in the experimental system where the Kagome lattice
is observed50 the salt concentration is high enough to screen the electrostatic repulsion down
to the scale of surface roughness, justifying the use of the hard-core repulsion in these models.
Nevertheless, if the potential was not flat with respect to particle orientations, and if the range
of the repulsive interactions was to increase, the Kagome lattice would lie lower on the potential
energy surface with respect to the hexagonal lattice. Given this, it likely that the Kagome lattice
can be further stabilised over the hexagonal lattice if the range or strength of the repulsive
interactions were to also be fine tuned. However, vibrational entropy is still likely to be the
main driving force for the assembly of the Kagome lattice over the hexagonal lattice.52,55–57
1.2.3.2 Three-Dimensional Crystal Phases
In addition to the two-dimensional Kagome lattice, triblock particles with the “X” bonding
geometry are also predicted to form three-dimensional open lattices55,58,59, which are shown in
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Figure 1.5. If the width of the patches is such that they are only able to form three bonds
the triblock particles are predicted to form cubic and hexagonal tetrastack, where these open
structures are made up of tetrahedra rather than triangular units. The two tetrastack structures
are very closely related, with the only di erence being how adjacent Kagome planes are stacked.
The cubic tetrastack crystal is also well-known to have a complete PBG.60–63 The tetrastack
structures are also isostatic, and are stabilised by the same entropic e ects discussed for the
Kagome lattice.58 If the patches are able to form four bonds then the triblock particles are able
to form the open perovskite (P) structure, where the particles form a crystal composed of corner
sharing octahedra.
Figure 1.5: Equilibrium crystal phases of triblock particles that are considered in [59]. Top
and bottom rows are di erent views of the same structures, rotated by 90¶ to show the three-
dimensional arrangement of the particles. Adapted with permission from Ref. [59]. Copyright
2016 American Chemical Society.
In a computational study, Reinhart and Panagiotopoulos investigated the equilibrium crystal
phases of the triblock particles with symmetric patches for various patch sizes and interaction
ranges (”), using the Kern-Frenkel model in three dimensions.59 The authors combined Monte
Carlo simulations with free energy calculations. The particles considered had a patch surface
coverage, ‰, between ‰ = 0.28 and ‰ = 0.36, where ‰ = 1 ≠ cos ◊ (these correspond to opening
angles in the range 44¶-50¶). These patch angle were chosen to ensure the particles could
accommodate three or four bonds per patch. The interaction ranges were in the range ” œ
[1.02, 1.10], comparable to the experimental conditions. The study focused on the six crystal
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phases shown in Figure 1.5 and investigated their relative thermodynamic stabilities. The free
energy di erence between the two tetrastack lattices is negligible,59,64 as is the case for the FCC
and HCP lattices.34,35 The CT lattice was found to be marginally favored over the HT lattice,59
presumably due to the staggered configuration of the Kagome planes providing a slight increase
in rotational entropy.55 This di erence, however, is dependent on the patch width. For a patch
angle of 44¶ (and ” of 1.03) the di erence is of the order 0.06kBT , whereas it is 0.20kBT for a
patch angle of 50¶ (and ” of 1.02).59 This di erence is still small, resulting unavoidably in stacking
hybrids of the two tetrastack structures in the self-assembled crystals.59,64 This suggests that the
di erence in free energy between the CT and HT lattices cannot be exploited to preferentially
form either lattice.
Romano and Sciortino laid out one route to selectively assemble one of the tetrastack struc-
tures with their ‘patterning symmetry’ concept, which imposed geometric constraints on the
patches in order to control the relative arrangements of the nearest neighbors of the two
patches.64 The CT lattice is comprised of corner-shared tetrahedra in such a way that each
particle has six neighbors in a staggered configuration, whereas the HT lattice involves some
eclipsed configurations in addtion to staggered configurations. Instead of circular patches, Ro-
mano and Sciortino considered two triangular patches on the poles oriented in a staggered con-
figuration to destabilize the HT lattice, thus facilitating the self-assembly of the CT lattice.64
If the two triangular patches were eclipsed, neither of the tetrastack crystals was observed as
both require some staggered motifs, instead clathrate-like structures were observed. The geo-
metric constraint arising from the lower symmetry of the particles with triangular patches gave
rise to an entropic cost. As a result, the temperature at which nucleation occurred for the CT
lattice was decreased.64 Alternatively, the di erence in interstitial void patterns between the
two polymorphs can be exploited using ‘structure-directing’ agents (SDA).65 The CT lattice has
octahedral voids completely surrounded by tetrahedral voids, whereas the octahedral voids in
the HT lattice share faces and stack in columns. Polymers can be used as SDAs to drive the
formation of one polymorph over the other as the entropic cost of polymer confinement depends
on how complementary the polymer’s shape is relative to the voids in the crystal. A Monte
Carlo and molecular dynamics study, where the particles have a soft-repulsive core, showed that
by using star shaped polymers it is possible to bias the formation of HT over CT. This provides
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another layer of control as the SDAs can be designed, along with the particles, to favour a
single polymorph of the triblock particles, and can also be applied to favour either the FCC
or HCP lattice. As the polymer density is increased depletion e ects stabilize the close-packed
structures. Given this, care must be taken so as not to destabilize the open crystals, causing
them to collapse into a close-packed structure.65
1.2.3.3 Staged Assembly Strategies
In a very recent study that used a variety of computational techniques, Morphew et. al. realized
a hierarchy of interactions strengths with triblock patchy particles to encode hierarchical self-
assembly into colloidal crystals via colloidal clusters of uniform size and shape under temperature
control.66 The hierarchical self-assembly of these particles into cubic diamond and body-centered
cubic crystals was demonstrated via distinct clusters, namely, tetrahedra and octahedra, respec-
tively, as shown in Figure 1.6. The triblock particles these authors considered have asymmetric
patch sizes such as those synthesised by Chen et. al., who observed a distribution of cluster
sizes following the first stage of assembly when they triggered stage-wise assembly by varying
the ionic strength of the medium in steps.67 The computational study by Morphew et. al. used
designer triblock patchy particles, with wider patches forming stronger bonds than the narrower
ones, and fine tuned the patch sizes to ensure that the first stage of assembly yields uniform
clusters.66The potential used in this study has some similarity with the Kern-Frenkel model in
its description of the patch-patch interaction. However, the isotropic part of the potential is
given by a Yukawa potential without a hard core, describing screened electrostatic interactions
and the anisotropic patch-patch interaction dies out smoothly instead of a square-well poten-
tial with angular modulation. In this study, the size of the wider patch and the range of the
patch-patch interactions proved to be critical in determining which clusters are formed in the
first stage of assembly, and thus the morphology of the clusters formed. The size of the narrower
patch B was so chosen that it formed only one bond per patch. The formation of self-limiting
clusters in the first stage of assembly was crucial for the secondary building blocks for the next
stage of assembly to be monodisperse, and thus for hierarchical self-assembly into crystals. The
second stage of assembly was driven by patch B-patch B interactions, which were strong enough
to drive the assembly but weak enough for negotiating the kinetic traps.66
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Figure 1.6: Overview of the staged assembly process for triblock patchy colloids with a hierarchy
of interaction strengths, leading to distinct colloidal crystals. The patch A-patch A interactions
are stronger than those of patch B-patch B interactions. Depending upon the size of patch
A, and the range over which the particles interact, a cubic diamond diamond crystal or body-
centered cubic crystal can be formed via tetrahedra or octahedra, respectively. Adapted from
Ref. [66]
1.2.4 Patchy Particles with Anisotropic Shape
So far we have limited our discussion to that of spherical triblock particles, where the forma-
tion of open structures is controlled solely by the anisotropic interactions. However, geometric
anisotropy can also be exploited to provide another layer of control over the structures formed.
The Kagome lattice is only formed with spherical triblock particles if they are constrained to act
as a quasi-two-dimensional system. Wales and Fejer performed a numerical study on clusters of
triblock particles that aimed to form a structure made up of Kagome motifs, without imposing
geometric constraints on the system. The building block they considered was constructed us-
ing two rigidly linked concentric ellipsoids, Figure 1.7(a), that (as the authors say) resembles a
‘flying saucer’. The yellow oblate ellipsoid (A) is purely repulsive and has an aspect ratio such
that only part of its surface is exposed, ellipsoid B is actually an attractive isotropic sphere.
The particles interact via the Paramonov-Yaliraki (PY) potential, with each ellipsoid interacting
with both ellipsoids of other particles.
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Figure 1.7: a. Schematic and space-filling representation of the ‘flying saucer’triblock parti-
cles. The dashed circle represents the repulsive yellow ellipsoid, and the solid line represents
the isotropic sphere. b. Equipotential surface of two parallel particles in the xz plane. c.
Equipotential surface of two perpendicular particles in the xz plane. Adapted from Ref. [68]
Due to the repulsive nature of ellipsoid A, the strongest interaction between two particles occurs
when they point along their poles. The attractive well around the poles is wide however enough
to accommodate rotational moves that correspond to floppy modes. Global minima for cluster
sizes of N œ [2, 31] were characterised, as were two larger clusters of 72 and 100. The geometry
of the particles was designed such that the particles are able to form at most three bonds per
patch. However, due to the geometric anisotropy of the particles there was competition between
tetrahedra and the planar triangular configuration, with two bonds per patch. This results in
global minima with tetrahedra for certain cluster sizes and the Kagome motif for others.
The Kagome motif was observed at ‘magic number’ minima of N = 12, 19, 24 and 29, and at
N = 72. However at N = 100 the global minimum becomes a hollow structure. If gravity e ects
are considered, accounting for sedimentation forces, the hollow structure is disfavoured and the
Kagome lattice becomes the global minimum. This study highlights how introducing geometric
anisotropy to the triblock particles can be used to further control their assembly, whilst also
showing how important sedimentation e ects are to forming the Kagome lattice.68
Chaudhary et al. synthesized colloidal silica rods with gold coated tips, thus combining shape
anisotropy with chemical heterogeneity in what they called “Janus matchsticks”.69 These Janus
matchsticks, when suspended in water, formed multipod clusters of di erent sizes depending
on the patch angle (–). Here, the patch angle, which was estimated to assume the geometry
of a spherical cap, was again the critical factor in determining the coordination number for
each particle. The structures observed resulted from a competition between sedimentation
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e ects (which favors planar geometries, as observed by Wales and Fejer) and free energy. A
distribution of clusters was observed, with the dominant structures being the planar bipods and
tripods. However, despite the sedimentation e ects driving the formation of planar structures,
tetrahedral structures were observed for tetrapods, conjectured by the authors to be due to
rotational entropy.69
Figure 1.8: Janus matchstick self-assembly in aqueous solution (4.4 mM NaCl). a. Optical
images of bipods and tripods coexisting with tetrapods. The right panel shows a time-resolved
series of optical images of a tetrahedral cluster as it rotates by Brownian motion. b. Schematic
table showing the minimum patch angle required for each multipod configuration. Adapted with
permission from Ref. [69]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
The structures formed by Janus matchsticks were modeled by one-patch spherocylinders
with the patch angle – œ {60¶, 120¶}, were investigated in a computational study, using the
Monte Carlo method.70 While the spherocylinders were treated to have hard cores, the Kern-
Frenkel model was adapted to describe the patch-patch interactions. For strong patch-patch
interactions, bipods were predominately observed with some tripods for the smaller patch angle;
as would be expected both tripods and tetrapods were dominant for the larger patch angle.70
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1.3 Thesis Outline
It is apparent from the literature survey that colloidal open crystals are attractive for pho-
tonic crystals at optical frequencies.17,20,33,60,71 The diamond and tetrastack crystals composed
of dielectric spheres are well known to have a complete PBG.17,60 The so-called rod-connected
diamond structure is currently the champion structure for photonic crystals having the largest
complete PBG, though it has been proved elusive to fabricate at the optical scale.71 Patchy col-
loidal particles are promising building blocks to realise colloidal open crystals via self-assembly,
thus providing a bottom-up fabrication route. The aim of the present body of work was to
explore a bottom-up route to certain colloidal open crystals, which are elongated analogues of
tetrastack crystals, and investigate their photonic properties. To this end, we employed a variety
of computational techniques to predict crystal structures for designer elongated triblock patchy
colloidal particles, calculated the photonic properties of those crystals and finally explored a
hierarchical self-assembly strategy to realise those periodic structures that we identified to have
applications as photonic crystals. The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2
outlines the necessary theoretical background for this thesis, namely the techniques associated
with crystal structure prediction and photonic band structure calculations. The model for the
elongated triblock patchy particles considered here and the results obtained are presented in
Chapter 3, along with discussions. Chapter 4 concludes with a summary and outlook.

Theoretical Background
2.1 Formal Description of Crystal Structures
The characteristic feature of crystals is the periodic arrangement of their constituent particles,
with the underlying periodicity being defined by a lattice. A lattice is an infinite array of
points in a regular, periodic pattern that appears exactly the same regardless of where the
array is viewed. We can define a three-dimensional (3D) lattice formally using a set of linearly
independent vectors {âi}, with i œ {1, 2, 3}, which define a unit cell. The unit cell is a finite
region of space that when translated by all lattice vectors can fill all of space without gaps or
overlaps (i.e., it tiles the space). Any point, R, in the lattice can be written as:
R = Â · n =
3ÿ
i=1
niâi, ni œ Z (2.1)
where Â is known as the cell matrix, whose columns are the set of vectors {âi} called the
primitive lattice vectors, (the “hat” notation is used to denote the primitive lattice). The three
primitive lattice vectors are also defined in such a way that they share a common origin, and
the complete lattice is then formed by taking every possible linear combination of the primitive
lattice vectors. The smallest possible unit cell is known as the primitive unit cell, and contains
exactly one lattice point. The volume, W, of the unit cell is given by the triple product:
W = â1 · (â2 ◊ â3) = â2 · (â3 ◊ â1) = â3 · (â1 ◊ â2) (2.2)
We can define a special primitive unit cell, the Wigner-Seitz cell, that has a lattice point at




Figure 2.1: Construction of the Wigner-Seitz cell for a two dimensional lattice, and a segment
of the infinite lattice that is produced by tessellating it.
Wigner-Seitz cells often have complicated shapes and so, usually, it is more convenient to
work with a parallelepiped that has the same symmetry as the lattice but is not restricted
to contain a single lattice point, known as the conventional unit cell. The non-primitive lattice
vectors (or crystal axes) of the conventional unit cell are denoted by {ai}, and the angles between
these vectors are {–, —, “}, together they are known as the lattice parameters. It is useful to
formulate a general description of the unit cell in terms of the lattice parameters, p, for when the
cell vectors are non-orthogonal and have di erent lengths. In order to arrive at such a general
description we must first outline a general set of conventions to adhere to:74
1. We align a1 with the x-axis so that: a1 = (a1, 0, 0).
2. a2 is set to lie in the x-y plane, having a positive y-axis component, from basic trigonometry
we then extract: a2 = (a2 cos(“), a2 sin(“), 0).
3. Finally a3 is chosen to simply have a positive z-axis component.
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cos(j), j = {–, —, “}
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A crystal structure is constructed through a combination of a crystal lattice, R and a motif.
The motif is a set of i points, {zi}, that define the relative positions of the particles within each





= zi +R. It is usually more convenient to express the positions of particles in the
unit cell as fractions of the unit cell parameters, these are known as fractional coordinates. The
conversion from Cartesian coordinates to fractional coordinates, f=(u, v, w), is done using the

































The positions of the particles in the central unit cell can then be defined as:
zi = uia1 + via2 + wia3 (2.5)
And then convert back and forth between fractional and Cartesian coordinates using:
zi = A · fi (2.6)
2.1.1 Cubic and Hexagonal Crystal Structures
Much of the focus of this thesis revolves around the di erences between cubic and hexagonal
polymorphs of open colloidal crystals. Here we briefly introduce the relevant cubic and hexagonal
crystal structures.
2.1.1.1 Close-Packed Structures
There are two structures synonymous with the packing of identical spheres, such that the packing
fraction (the total volume occupied by the spheres) is maximised: the cubic close-packed (ccp)
and the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structures. Both structures can be thought of as being
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built up from layers of spheres forming a triangular lattice. One layer, B, can be placed on top
of another layer, A, such that each sphere of B is in contact with three spheres of A. Finally
a third layer, C, can be added so that the spheres cover the holes of the first layer that are
unoccupied by the B, giving the ccp structure; or so that the spheres are directly above the
spheres in A, giving the hcp structure.
Figure 2.2: (a) The ABAB stacking of the hexagonal layers in the hcp structure are shown in an
exploded view. The hexagonal unit cell is shown by the yellow lines, and the black line shows
the C6 symmetry axis of the structure. (b) The ABCABC stacking of the hexagonal layers in
the ccp structure are shown in an exploded view. The cubic unit cell is shown by the yellow
lines, and the black line shows one of the four C3 axes. Adapted from Ref. [75]
Particles in the ccp structure all lie on an fcc lattice point (hence this structure is also known
as the fcc structure). Therefore, the ccp structure can be described using an fcc primitive unit




















where, a is the length of the edge of the cube. The motif is then given by: z0 = 0.
The hcp structure, however, has a hexagonal unit cell:





2 ŷ, a3 = a1ẑ (2.8)
where, a and c are the hcp lattice constants. The two particle motif is given by:72
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2.1.1.2 Diamond Structures
Given its functional, and superficial, applications diamond is perhaps the most famous crystal
structure. The structure usually referred to simply as ‘diamond’ is actually the cubic polymorph
of diamond, that can be constructed from an fcc lattice, Eqn. (2.7), and a two particle motif:
z0 = 0, z1 =
1
4 (â1 + â2 + â3) (2.10)
An important variation of the cubic diamond structure is the zincblende structure adopted by
semi-conductor alloys such as GaAs. The zincblende structure is exactly the same as the cubic
diamond structure, however, the particles at the z0 and z1 sites are no longer identical. The
point group of zincblende is Td, whereas the point group of the cubic diamond structure is
Oh. The Td point group can be considered as a sub-group of Oh, and it can be shown that:
Oh © Td ◊ {E, i}. If we take the midpoint between the z0 and z1 sites as an origin, we find that
the cubic diamond structure is invariant under inversion with respect to this origin, however
the zincblende structure is not. Therefore, the point group of cubic diamond contains the same
point symmetry operations as the point group of zincblende, plus those of Td followed by i. If
we also consider translational symmetry operations we get the space group of the cubic diamond
and zincblende structures to be Fd-3m and F4̄3m respectively.
In addition to the cubic diamond structure there is also a hexagonal diamond polymorph
(also known as Lonsdaleite) that can be constructed from a hexagonal unit cell, Eqn. (2.8), and


























The zincblende analogue for Lonsdaleite is known as wurtzite, where the particles located at
the z0 and z1 sites are di erent to those at z2 and z3. The point group of wurtzite is C6v and
its spacegroup is P63mc. Lonsdaleite, however, has the P63/mmc spacegroup and point group
D6h, which can be written as D6h © C6v ◊ {E, i}.77
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2.1.1.3 Tetrastack Structures
The final set of structures we are interested in are the tetrastack structures. Each particle in
these structures is connected to six others, and can be thought of as being built up from corner
sharing tetrahedra, see Figure 2.3. The centres of these tetrahedra form the corresponding dia-
mond structure. In the cubic polymorph all of tetrahedra are staggered relative to one another,
as is the case in hexagonal tetrastack, except for the tetrahedra aligned with the c-axis of the
hexagonal unit cell.
Figure 2.3: The conventional unit cell of the cubic tetrastack structure containing 16 particles
that are all tetrahedrally coordinated. The central spheres are coloured pink in order to highlight
the corner shared tetrahedron that emerges from the association of the four tetrahedra.
Like cubic diamond, cubic tetrastack can be constructed from a primitive fcc lattice, but with




























It may not be immediately obvious looking at the conventional unit cell of cubic tetrastack, how-
ever, the structure can be considered as three-dimensional analogues of the 2D Kagome structure.
This is much clearer when considering the conventional unit cell of hexagonal tetrastack, Figure
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2.4, where a ring from the Kagome lattice is clearly visible along the [001] direction. For each
hexagonal ring of the Kagome planes in the tetrastack structures, there are three particles that
act as spacers between the planes. If all of the planes eclipse one another, then we arrive at the
hexagonal polymorph. However, if the planes are all staggered relative to one another then we
get cubic tetrastack.
Figure 2.4: The conventional unit cell of the hexagonal tetrastack structure. Here the pink
particles are used to highlight the shared corners of the tetrahedra that are eclipsed relative to
one another. The blue particles form Kagome planes that are all eclipsed. The same Kagome
planes emerge in the cubic polymorph, however, they are all staggered relative to one another.









































The cubic and hexagonal tetrastack structures have the same space group as their diamond
counterparts.
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2.2 Crystal Structure Prediction
Crystal structure prediction (CSP) is the process of predicting the di erent ways an infinite num-
ber of particles or molecules organise themselves to form a crystal (i.e., the di erent polymorphs
of the system). The physical properties of a material strongly depends on the arrangement of
its constituent particles. An obvious example of this is provided by the di erent crystal phases
of carbon, the properties of graphite are very di erent to that of diamond. Given this, reliably
predicting the crystal structures of a molecular system has been a long-standing goal for many
theoretical and computational chemists. CSP usually involves searching for the crystal structure
that corresponds to the global minimum of a potential energy surface.74,78
2.2.1 Lattice Energy
The potential energy function defines a surface called the potential energy surface (PES). If we
make the assumption that thermodynamics directs crystallisation, and temperature e ects can
be neglected, then we can also assume that the structure and dynamics of particles is guided
by their underlying PES. Therefore, minima on the PES correspond to stable configurations of
the system, and the global minimum is the thermodynamically most favourable conformation
of the system at 0 K.79 Due to the size of colloidal particles, we can make the assumption that
the potential energy is dependent solely on their coordinates. The potential energy function for
a system of colloidal particles can then be divided up into terms that account for individual
















U(zi, zj , zk) + · · · (2.14)
If we assume there is no external field, it is possible to define the potential energy simply as a
function of inter-particle distances (i.e., we can neglect the first term in Eqn. (2.14)). In addition
to this we usually neglect three-body, and higher order terms, due to computational e ciency.
This leaves us with a pair potential, and so the potential energy function depends solely on the
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Therefore, for a system of N spherical and isotropic particles, the underlying PES is a function
of 3N variables, as each particle has three translational coordinates describing its position in
space. However, if the particles possess anisotropic interactions (e.g., spherical patchy particles)
or are rigid bodies it is necessary to account for the orientation of the particles as well. So
an additional three variables are then usually required to represent the orientation (û) of the






U(zij , ûi, ûj) (2.16)
For rigid bodies there is an added complication as the particle is built up from multiple rigidly
connected sites. Therefore, it is necessary to define a center of mass and a reference geometry
that describes the relative positions of each of the sites. Consider a system with N identical
particles, where each particle is considered to be a rigid body that has Ns sites. Now consider
the interaction between particles i and j, with sites a and b respectively. The distance between
sites a and b is given by:
zab = Îzi + Ri · z0a ≠ zj ≠ Rj · z0bÎ (2.17)
where: zi is the center of mass of particle i, z0a is the reference position of site a and Ri is the















For crystal structures the particles are contained within a unit cell and so the potential energy
function must also account for the lattice parameters: p = {a1, a2, a3, –, —, “}. In addition
to this we choose to focus on the energy associated with particles in a single unit cell, this is
known as the lattice energy. The lattice energy is computed by focusing on a single unit cell and
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computing the potential energy due to the interactions between particles in that cell, as well as
the interactions of those particles with particles in surrounding cells. The distance between site
a in the primary cell and b in the image cell is given by:
z[n]
ab
= Îzab + A · nÎ = Îzab + RÎ (2.19)





















When n is equal to 0 (i.e., the primary cell) the interactions where i = j are ignored, this is
shown by the (ú) asterisk in the above summation. As we are only interested in the energy of the
central unit cell a factor of 1/2 is introduced as only half of the energy from the interaction can
be attributed to the primary cell. Clearly Eqn. (2.20) is an infinite summation, which cannot
be practically evaluated. In practice only the terms that have a significant contribution to the
lattice energy are retained, this is usually done by truncating the sum at a given cuto  distance,
rc. The cuto  distance is chosen so that, for the pair potential being used, the energy associated
with the interaction between two particles separated by this distance is approximately zero, this
is shown graphically in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: The central unit cell is shaded blue and contains a rigid dumbbell particle. Site 1
of the particle is also shaded in blue and interacts with the sites of other dumbbells in adjacent
unit cells for which z[n]
ij
Æ rc. The same would be done site 2 of the dumbbell, and the lattice
energy of this crystal structure would be half the sum of those interactions.
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Depending on the form of the potential energy function we can determine an appropriate
cuto  for the lattice sum. If the interaction between the particles is short ranged, this cuto 
only introduces negligible errors in the lattice energy. However, for long range interactions these
errors become too large and require a more sophisticated approach. Using this cuto , and the
method of constructing image-lists in Ref. [80], we can determine the set of image cells that need
to be considered in Eqn. (2.20). First we define a cube with vertices: vi = rc(x̂, ŷ, ẑ), where
i œ [1 ≠ 8]. It is clear that this cube inscribes a sphere containing all particle sites that lie within
the cuto  radius. We can then define the eight vertices of this cube as a fraction of cell vectors
using the inverse cell matrix: pi = A≠1 · vi.
The maximum number of images that need to be checked in each direction is then:
nm1 = Ámaxpi
{pi · x̂}Ë nm2 = Ámaxpi
{pi · ŷ}Ë nm3 = Ámaxpi
{pi · ẑ}Ë (2.21)
where: ÁxË indicates the ceiling(x) function (i.e., the smallest integer that is greater than or



















2.2.2 Rotational Coordinates and Quaternions
Rotational coordinates encode the orientation of the particles, which can be expressed as a
rotation with respect to some fixed frame of reference. There are multiple ways of performing
rigid body rotation, in this work we use the angle-axis parameterisation of quaternions.
2.2.2.1 Rotation Matrices and Angle-Axis Coordinates
The simplest way to perform a 3D rotation is as a combination of three 2D rotations about the
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These matrices can then be combined to give a single 3 ◊ 3 rotation matrix that describes all
three rotations and can be used to transform the coordinates of a rigid body. The order in
which the rotations are performed is important as matrix multiplication is not commutative
(i.e. RxRyRz ”= RyRzRx). Instead of rotating the reference frame three times it is possible to
achieve any orientation with a single rotation about some arbitrary axis, this is the angle-axis
representation of rotations. A rotation vector can be defined: u = ◊û, where, ◊ is the angle
of rotation, û is the axis about which the rotation occurs and u is the rotation vector. The
rotation vector itself is not an operator, it instead encodes the information required to perform
rotations.81 Rodrigues’ rotation formula computes a rotation matrix for a given rotation vector:
Rû(◊) = I + ũ sin ◊ + ũ2(1 ≠ cos ◊) (2.23)
where, I is the identity matrix and ũ is the skew symmetric matrix of û. The derivatives of the








2 + (1 ≠ cos ◊)(ũkũ + ũũk) +
uk cos ◊
◊
ũ + sin ◊ũk (2.24)
2.2.2.2 Quaternions
Quaternions can be considered as four dimensional complex numbers (or hypercomplex numbers)
consisting of one real component (a) and three imaginary components (v), where i, j and k are
the imaginary axes.82,83 Quaternions are commonly written as:
q = (a, v), v = (b, c, d) = bi + cj + dk, a, b, c, d œ R (2.25)
The axioms governing quaternion algebra are outlined in Sir William Rowan Hamilton’s (their
discoverer) Elements of Quaternions (Ref. [84]). Here we outline just the fundamental algebra
of quaternions. The imaginary axes obey the fundamental equation:
i
2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = ≠1 (2.26)
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and have the following cyclic relationships:
ij = ≠ji = k, jk = ≠kj = i, ki = ≠ik = j (2.27)
Quaternionic multiplication is related to the dot and cross products from standard vector analysis
by the equality:83
v1v2 = ≠v1· v2 + v1 ◊ v2 (2.28)
We define the dot product of quaternions as:
q1· q2 = a1a2 + v1· v2 (2.29)
The conjugate of a quaternion is defined as: q = a ≠ v, and the magnitude of a quaternion is
defined as the dot product between the quaternion and its corresponding conjugate:
|q|2 = a2 + v· v = a2 + vx2 + vy2 + vz2 (2.30)
Given the conjugate and magnitude of a quaternion its inverse can also be defined as:
q≠1 = q|q|2 (2.31)
Quaternions with a norm equal to one (ÎqÎ = 1) are defined as unit quaternions and those
with a zero real part (a = 0) are known as a pure quaternion. Rotations with quaternions are
performed using unit quaternions. Any point to be rotated by a quaternion can be represented
as a pure quaternion: P = (0, p), where p = (x, y, z) and represents the coordinates of point P.
Point P can then be rotated by a unit quaternion using the equation:
PÕ = qPq≠1 = (0, pÕ) (2.32)
The position of the new rotated point, pÕ, is given by the equation:
pÕ = a2p ≠ p(v· v) + 2a(v ◊ p) + 2v(v· p) (2.33)
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This equation can subsequently be shown to be equivalent to Rodrigue’s Rotation Formula.
The polar form of unit quaternions allows us to write down quaternions in terms of angle-axis
parameters:
q = cos ◊2 + û sin
◊
2 (2.34)
where, û is a unit vector along the selected rotation axis and ◊ is the angle of rotation. Addi-




2(a2 + b2) ≠ 1 2(ad + bc) 2(bd ≠ ac)
2(bc ≠ ad) 2(a2 + c2) ≠ 1 2(ab + cd)




This allows us to represent the orientation of each particle using just three numbers, and extract
the rotation matrix as needed. In practice we use the rotation matrix to rotate our particles
during the simulation and store their orientations in terms of angle-axis parameters.
2.2.3 Derivatives of the Lattice Energy
During global optimisation simulations we require the derivatives of the lattice energy. Here we






















We can parameterise a rotation matrix using angle-axis vectors, u, allowing us to take the
derivative with respect to a 3-vector, rather than a 3 ◊ 3 matrix. The derivative of the potential
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We can use the chain rule to take the derivative of the rotation matrix with respect to the









































































































The derivative of the lattice energy with respect to the cell parameters, again, involves just

















we find that the derivative contains the derivative of the lattice energy with respect to the
translational coordinates and involves a sum over the number of images and the number of
particles, as does Eqn. (2.37). Therefore, computational overhead can be greatly reduced if the
derivatives are all calculated in the same loop during the simulation.
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It is also necessary to evaluate the derivative of the cell matrix with respect to the cell
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Table 2.1: Derivatives of cell matrix with respect to cell lengths, {a,b,c}, and the cell angles
{–, —, “}
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2.2.4 Energy Minimisation
Energy (or geometry) optimisation can be thought of as the process by which stationary points
on the PES are found and characterised. Specifically, we are mainly interested in stationary
points that are minima, as these correspond to stable configurations of the system, where the
lowest-lying minima are candidates for the experimentally observed structures. At these minima





















where x corresponds to the coordinates of the system and the gradient of the lattice energy is
a 6N + 6 vector. Therefore, finding these stable configurations can be considered a numerical
optimisation problem of the form:
min
x
{U(x) : x œ Rn} (2.43)
where, n = 6N + 6. Here we focus on gradient based methods applied to the above problem,
and so U(x) : Rn æ R must be a continuously di erentiable function. The most commonly
used gradient based optimisation algorithms compute a search direction, d, that points towards
a local minimum and then determine how far in that direction to move.
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These algorithms have the general update scheme:
xk+1 = xk + –kdk (2.44)
where k denotes the step iteration and –k is the step-length and each step should satisfy the
condition: U(xk+1) < U(xk). We therefore require dk to be a descent direction, meaning that
dk · gk < 0 (where gk = ÒUk), as this guarantees that Uk can be reduced along this direction.
We can break down line search methods into three steps: (i) compute the step-length. (ii)
compute the step direction. (iii) update the coordinates of the system. This process is repeated
until a termination condition is satisfied. The step length, –k is a positive scalar that is usually
computed in such a way so as to give a considerable decrease in Uk, but not require too much
computational time. This gives rise to what are known as inexact line search methods, where an
–k that satisfies certain su cient descent conditions is identified. These conditions used to find
–k are discussed in more detail in Appendix A. Di erent gradient based optimisation algorithms
are characterised according to the nature of the search direction used. Here we outline the two
algorithms that are most commonly used in practice.
2.2.4.1 Nonlinear Conjugate Gradient Method
Minimisation algorithms that have much better convergence properties are the conjugate gradi-
ent methods. The search directions for these methods is generated by the update rule:
dk+1 = ≠gk+1 + —kdk, d0 = ≠g0 (2.45)
where —k is a scalar known as the conjugate gradient update parameter, and di erent conjugate
gradient methods correspond to di erent choices of —k. The general idea for the conjugate
gradient method is to select a new search direction that takes into account the previous direction,
ensuring each step does not move too far away from the minimum found at the previous iteration.
This is quite an attractive algorithm for multi-dimensional problems due to its computational
e ciency: only the energy and the gradient need to be evaluated. A survey of the convergence
properties for di erent conjugate gradient methods is given in Ref. [85].
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2.2.4.2 Quasi-Newton Methods
The first and the second derivatives of the potential energy function can be used to define a
local approximation to the PES using Taylor theorem:
Uk+1(dk) © U (xk + dk) ¥ U (xk) + dTk gk + 12d
T
k Hkdk (2.46)


































Di erentiating Eqn. (2.46) with respect to the step direction we get:
ÒUk+1(dk) = gk + Hkdk (2.48)
When ÒU (xk + dk) = 0 we have a stationary point, and so solving Eqn. (2.48) gives:
dk = ≠H≠1k gk (2.49)
Thus is the Newton-Raphson step. If the PES is quadratic, only a single update is required
to find the minimum. However, the PES is rarely quadratic and so multiple steps are often
required to reach a minimum. Computing the Hessian at each iteration will be computationally
expensive. Instead, methods that use an approximate Hessian are employed, quasi-Newton
methods. The search direction for quasi-Newton methods can be generally defined as:
dk = ≠B≠1k gk (2.50)
where Bk is a symmetric and positive definite matrix.
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For each set of new coordinates, xk+1, we generate a new quadratic model of the PES that
takes the form:
Ek+1(dk) = U (xk) + dTk gk+1 + 12d
T
k Bkdk (2.51)
To ensure that this new model is valid we require that the gradient of Ek+1 is the same as that
of the true PES for the latest two iterates xk and xk+1. The second condition can be written
as: ÒEk+1(0) = gk+1, and so is automatically satisfied, and the first condition is the same as
setting dk to be the negative of the displacement from the previous iteration:
ÒEk+1(≠–kdk) = gk+1 ≠ –kBk+1dk = gk (2.52)
By rearranging, we get:
Ck+1yk = sk (2.53)
where, B≠1
k
= Ck, sk = –kdk = xk+1 ≠ xk and yk = gk+1 ≠ gk. These are the secant conditions,
and they ensure that Ck+1 behaves, at least, like the Hessian at xk and xk+1. We want any
potential approximation to the Hessian to satisfy the secant conditions, additionally we impose
the constraint that Ck+1 must be a symmetric and positive definite matrix. Then to determine
Ck+1 uniquely, we impose one final condition: minC ÎC ≠ CkÎ where, Î · Î is the weighted
Frobenius norm. This condition simply states that out of all possible symmetric matrices that
satisfy the secant condition, Ck+1 is the one which is closest to the current matrix Ck. The
unique solution to all of these conditions is then:
Ck+1 = (I ≠ flk · sk ¢ yk) · Ck · (I ≠ flk · yk ¢ sk) + flksk ¢ sk (2.54)
where flk = 1/yk · sk. This is known as the BFGS step, named after its discoverers Broyden,
Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno. A complete discussion regarding the derivation and the conver-
gence properties of the BFGS method can be found in Ref. [86]. There is no special definition
for C0 which works in all cases, and it is often easiest to simply set it to be the identity matrix.
Rather than storing the full n ◊ n Hessian, we can implicitly represent the matrix by saving
a certain number, m, of the vectors si and yi, from which the product Ck · gk can be calculated.
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After each iteration of the algorithm the oldest set of vectors {si, yi} is replaced by those cal-
culated from the current step, {sk, yk}. This way the approximation to the Hessian contains
the curvature information from the m most recent steps. This is known as the limited-memory
BFGS (L-BFGS) method.86
2.2.5 Basin-Hopping Global Optimisation
We have just covered how to perform energy minimisation, however, the PES is vast and noisy,
with the number of potential structures increasing exponentially with the number of particles
in the unit cell. This means that a single energy minimisation step is unlikely to provide us
with the global minimum. In order to find the global minimum we must couple the energy
minimisation algorithms outlined above with some way of searching the PES, we call this a
global optimisation algorithm. Here we outline the basin-hopping global optimisation method,
as it is easy to implement and has become the standard method for the global optimisation of
energy landscapes.87 We define a basin as a region of the PES associated with a local minimum
such that optimisation from any point in the basin gives the same local minimum.
Figure 2.6: Basin Transformation of a 2D Potential Energy Surface
The PES can be deformed into a function of its basins so as to produce a new potential
energy function, ÂU(x), that resembles a step function (Figure 2.6). The energy of the global
minimum is unchanged and the relative energies of the local minima are also unchanged.
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Combining this transformation with a search strategy is known as basin-hopping global op-
timisation.88 The simplest search strategy employed is canonical Monte-Carlo sampling with






where T is a fictitious temperature and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
Algorithm 1: Basic Outline for the Basin-Hopping algorithm
1 x0 Ω random initial configuration
2 xold Ω Energy Minimisation(x0)
3 Uold Ω U(xold)
4 j = 0
5 for i = 1 to n do
6 xi Ω xold + Dxi
7 xnew Ω Energy Minimisation(xi)
8 Unew Ω U(xnew)
9 r Ω random(0, 1)






11 Xj Ω xnew, j Ω j + 1




In order to properly search the PES the coordinates of the system are randomly perturbed
at each iteration of the algorithm (line 6 of algorithm 1). Each perturbation should be a
uniform step in that parameter space, and so it necessary to account for the di erences in
translational, rotational and lattice parametres during this step.79,88
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2.3 Photonic Crystals
We are interested in investigating the photonic properties of colloidal open crystals. Therefore,
in this section we introduce some of the key concepts required to understand photonic band
structures, and the emergence of a photonic band gap. We begin by defining a single governing












This is known as the master equation, where H(r) is an eigenmode corresponding to one of
the sinusoidal monochromatic waves from which the magnetic field is constructed, Ê is the
corresponding angular frequency, Á(r) is the dielectric constant of a non-uniform medium and
c is the vacuum speed of light. The equation is derived from Maxwell’s equations in Appendix
B.1.
2.3.1 Periodic Functions and the Reciprocal Lattice
The optical properties of a photonic crystal are clearly governed by its dielectric function, Á(r),
which must be periodic due to the translational symmetry of the crystal: Á(r) = Á(r + R), this
condition is true for all points in space, r, and for all lattice vectors, R.16 We can express periodic




where, ÂÁ(k) is the Fourier coe cient of the plane wave, eik·r, with wave vector k. The wave
vector has a magnitude equal to the wavenumber, k = 2fi/⁄, where ⁄ is the wavelength of the
plane wave, and a direction perpendicular to the wavefronts of the plane wave.16,72,73 Therefore,
the wave vector defines the wavelength and the direction of propagation for a plane wave. Due
to the translational symmetry of the photonic crystal we can also write:






Therefore, when ÂÁ(k) ”= 0, we have eik·R = 1, for all R, and so we can say: k · R = 2fil, l œ Z.
The wave vectors that satisfy this condition are known as reciprocal lattice vectors, which we
usually denote as G. Just as is the case for the direct lattice vectors, the linear combination of





where, bi is a primitive reciprocal lattice vector, and we then have:
G · R = (m1b1 + m2b2 + m3b3) · (n1a1 + n2a2 + n3a3) = 2fil (2.60)
If we say that l =
q3
i=1 mini and aibi = ”ij , where ”ij is the Kronecker delta, then the primitive
reciprocal lattice vectors are given by:
b1 = 2fi
a2 ◊ a3
a1 · (a2 ◊ a3)
b2 = 2fi
a3 ◊ a1
a2 · (a1 ◊ a3)
b3 = 2fi
a1 ◊ a2
a3 · (a1 ◊ a2)
(2.61)
This allows us to write the inverse Fourier transform of any periodic function as a sum over







The reciprocal lattice vectors also define a unit cell in reciprocal space, just like the direct lattice
vectors do. The Wigner-Seitz unit cell of the reciprocal lattice is known as the Brillouin zone,
where the Brillouin zone that contains the origin is called the 1st Brillouin zone. Other Brillouin
zones are simply copies of the 1st Brillouin zone, translated by a reciprocal lattice vector G.
This means that for any wave vector kÕ, there is always a wave vector k in the 1st Brillouin zone
related to it by kÕ = k +G. Therefore, we can say that two plane waves with wave vectors that
di er by a reciprocal lattice vector are equivalent when r = R (i.e., eik·R = eikÕ·R).72
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2.3.2 Plane Wave Expansion and Photonic Band Structure





where Q̂ is the di erential operator that takes the curl, divides by Á(r) and takes the curl
again.16 Using Bloch-Floquet theory (see Appendix B.3) we can express the eigenmodes as a
product of an envelope function hk(r) that has the same periodicity as the photonic crystal, and
a plane wave eik·r that acts as a phase factor. We can then label each eigenmode according to its
wave vector, k, which together with the envelope function, hk(r), provides all of the necessary
information about the eigenmode.72,73 We can then write the master equation as:



















































Eqn. (2.69) is an infinite set of linear equations for the infinite set of Fourier coe cients, ck(G).
Each coe cient is a three-vector; however, using the divergence condition from Eqn. (B.20) and
Bloch-Floquet theorem we can reduce the number of degrees of freedom by one:
Ò ·
Ó
ck(G) exp[i(k + G) · r]
Ô
= ≠(k + G) ·
Ó
ck(G) exp[i(k + G) · r]
Ô
= 0 (2.70)
We can choose to represent the coe cients as a linear combination of two orthogonal unit vectors:
ck(G) = ck1,Gê1,G + ck2,Gê2,G (2.71)
where the unit vectors are also perpendicular to (k + G):
ê1,G ◊ ê2,G =
k + G
|k + G| (2.72)
Our eigenvalue problem then becomes:
ÿ
G
Ÿ(GÕ ≠ G)|k + GÕ||k + G|
Q
ca
ê2,G · ê2,G ≠ê1,G · ê2,G



















We can solve Eqn. (2.73) numerically using a finite set of reciprocal lattice vectors of size N ,
where we diagonalise a 2N ◊ 2N matrix. However, there are better ways of solving the prob-
lem. For instance, the unconstrained conjugate gradient method can be applied to minimise the
Rayliegh quotient to determine the lowest eigenfrequency, then all subsequent eigenfrequencies
are found by minimising the Rayleigh quotient with the added constraint that the eigenmode
must be orthogonal to all previously found eigenmodes.89
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Regardless of the method used, we still have infinitely many wavevectors to solve for. How-
ever, by applying the Bloch-Floquet theorem to an eigenmode with the wave vector kÕ = k+GÕ,

























From this we see that the Fourier coe cients of HkÕ(r), and in fact any eigenmode with a wave
vector of the form kÕ = k + GÕ, are also eigenvectors of Eqn. (2.69).73 This means that, for
each wave vector, there are infinitely many solutions to Eqn. (2.69), where the coe cients with
wave vectors that di er by a reciprocal lattice vector (i.e., ck, ckÕ , ckÕÕ , ...) are all coupled. The
eigenmodes can then be recovered from their corresponding Fourier coe cients using Eqn. (2.66).
This means that we only need to consider wave vectors that lie in the 1st Brillouin zone during
our calculations. For each wave vector we will have the set of eigenfrequencies {Ên,k}, where
Ên,k < Ên+1,k < Ên+2,k and n is known as the band index label. We therefore have a discrete
eigenfrequency spectrum for each k (much like how the energy levels of ‘the particle in a box’ are
quantized or how a rigidly held string has an infinite number of normal modes) due to modes
from the nth Brillouin zone being ‘folded’ back into the 1st Brillouin zone (and, as will be
discussed in the next section due to Bragg reflection of the modes).
For two- and three-dimensional photonic crystals we do not even need to consider the entire
1st Brillouin zone as the reciprocal lattice inherits the point symmetry of the direct lattice.
Instead we only consider wave vectors that lie in the region of the 1st Brillouin zone which con-
tains wave vectors that are not related by the symmetry of the crystal, known as the irreducible
Brillouin zone. We expect the frequency to vary continuously with k for a given n, and so we
say that each family of continuous functions {Ên(k)} form bands, which collectively form the
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photonic band structure, with each eigenfrequency having the corresponding eigenmode Hnk(r).
We are only concerned with determining whether a particular structure possesses a photonic
band gap (PBG), which we define as a frequency gap between two bands that extends across
the entire width of the band structure. The minima and maxima of a given band (which de-
termine the existence of a band gap) usually appear at the edges of the Brillouin zone, and so
band structures are usually computed only for wave vectors that lie on the edge of the Brillouin
zone.16 We also require the Fourier coe cients of the dielectric function, Eqn. (2.68), in order to
solve Eqn. (2.69). We can do this by dividing the unit cell into a square mesh, where the nodes
of the square contain information about the permittivity of the crystal at that point, allowing
us to replace the integral in (2.68) with a summation.
2.3.3 Origin of the Photonic Band Gap
The opening of a PBG in photonic crystals is understood to be due to an interplay between
macroscopic Bragg scattering and the Mie resonances of the individual scattering centres. Here
we briefly outline the origin of these two mechanisms.
2.3.3.1 Bragg Scattering Mechanism
A complete photonic band gap is a range of frequencies in which there are no propagating
eigenmodes (i.e., modes with a real k) for any k. A stop band is an incomplete photonic
band gap, which only exists over a subset of all possible wave vectors. However, the origins
of both is the same. The physical origin of a photonic band gap can be easily understood
by considering the multilayer film (see section 1.1), where we have a structure of alternating
dielectric constant, Á1 and Á2, such that Á1 > Á2. The unit cell of this one-dimensional crystal
contains two particles, one of each dielectric material, and has a length of a. We can extend
this conceptual crystal into a three-dimensional structure by considering the particles to be
slabs of infinite height and width, but of depth a/2. We align the slabs so that the crystal has
continuous translational symmetry in the x-y plane, and discrete translational symmetry along
the z-axis. As the crystal only has periodicity along the z-axis, our problem is one-dimensional
as we only have a single non-zero primitive lattice vector, a = (0, 0, a), and primitive reciprocal
lattice vector, b = (0, 0, 2fi/a). We also only consider electromagnetic waves with wave vectors
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aligned with the z-axis, k = (0, 0, k) (i.e., the direction of the waves is perpendicular to the
surface of the slabs). Due to the 1D nature of the problem we can express our eigenmodes as:
E(z) = e(z)eikz (2.76)
In 1D the Bragg condition, (k + G)2 = k2, for the di raction of a wave becomes:




where, G = 2fin/a is a reciprocal lattice vector and n œ Z. Therefore, electromagnetic waves
with wave vectors k = ±fi/a will be reflected, creating two standing waves of the form:
E+(z) Ã eifiz/d + e≠ifiz/d = 2 cos(fiz/a)
E≠(z) Ã eifiz/d ≠ e≠ifiz/d = 2i sin(fiz/a)
(2.78)
The standing waves are labelled (+) or (-) according to whether or not they change sign when
z is replaced by -z. We see in Figure 2.7 that the E+(z) mode is more concentrated in the
higher dielectric region than E≠(z). Therefore, due to Eqn. (B.32), the E+(z) mode will have
a lower frequency than the E≠(z) mode, resulting in a photonic band gap.16,72 We refer to the
bands associated with the two modes as the lower ‘dielectric’ band and higher ‘air’ band, and
the size of the band gap increases as the dielectric contrast increases. We can also understand
the existence of photonic band gaps by formulating our problem in the context of the electro-
magnetic variational theorem (see Appendix B.2). Using Eqns. (B.32) and (2.64) we see that













where, en,k(r) is the envelope function of the electric field En,k(r). We know that the modes with
n > 1 are also constrained to be orthogonal to the lower bands from the variational theorem:
Èhm,k, hn,kÍ = Èem,k, Á(r)en,kÍ = 0 m < n (2.80)
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Figure 2.7: Cartoon depicting the origin of the band gap in a multilayer film. The pair of
degenerate k = ±fi/a planewaves split into cos(fix/a) and sin(fix/a) standing waves due to
the periodicity of the film. The former has electric-field peaks in the high dielectric region
(nhigh) and so lies at a lower frequency than the latter (which peaks in the low dielectric region).
Adapted from Ref. [90]
Therefore, band gaps arise (between adjacent bands) as the dielectric bands will be more
concentrated in the high dielectric regions and so the air bands are forced into the low dielectric
regions due to the orthogonality constraint. Additionally, lower frequency bands will, generally,
have smaller spatial oscillations, when compared to higher frequency bands.We see that the
photonic gap opens up at the edge of the Brillouin zone (Ê = fic/a) for the one-dimensional
photonic crystal. We could, therefore, also expect to open up a band gap for three-dimensional
photonic crystals if the edge of the Brillouin zone has the same magnitude in all directions,
corresponding to a spherical Brillouin zone. There is, however, no three-dimensional crystal
with a perfectly spherical Brillouin zone, and so stop gaps in di erent directions do not, usually,
overlap perfectly with one another. However, if the dielectric contrast is large enough then it
is possible to make these di erent gaps wide enough so that there is some overlap in frequency
ranges, thus, giving rise to a complete photonic band gap. The fcc lattice has a Brillouin zone
that is almost spherical (it is a truncated octahedron) and so the cubic diamond and tetrastack
structures are very good candidates for a structures with a 3D photonic band gap.
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The photonic properties of 2D photonic crystals di ers depending on the polarisation of the
incident radiation. We consider the two scenarios where either the magnetic field oscillates in the
plane of the crystal and the electric field oscillates perpendicularly, or the electric field oscillates
in the plane of the crystal and the magnetic field oscillates perpendicularly. We refer to these two
polarisations as transverse magnetic (TM) or transverse electric (TE), respectively. A general
rule of thumb has been established to open band gaps for each of these polarisations: TM PBGs
are favoured for structures composed of isolated high dielectric scatterers, whereas TE PBGs
are favoured in fully connected network structures.16 There is no such definitive guideline for
opening band gaps in 3D structures. However, it has been suggested that in order to maximise
the band gap, the crystal should be composed of high dielectric particles that have a thin vein-
like shape along which the electric field lines can traverse. This means that the lowest bands can
be strongly confined to the high dielectric region, whereas the upper bands are moved to higher
frequency as the particles will be unable to accommodate multiple orthogonal modes (except for
two orthogonal polarizations).16,91
2.3.3.2 Mie Scattering Mechanism
We have just explained the existence of PBGs in terms of Bragg scattering of plane waves.
However, for the Bragg condition to be met, and for standing waves to form, the reciprocal lattice
of the structure must have delta function like peaks (i.e., it must be crystalline). This might
suggest that amorphous dielectric materials are unable to possess a complete PBG. However,
this is not the case. Therefore, Bragg scattering is not necessarily the only mechanism at play
when considering the opening of a PBG in dielectric media.
The general solution to Maxwell’s equations for an isolated sphere of arbitrary radius and
refractive index was given in 1908 by Gustav Mie, who developed the theory to explain the
scattering of light by small colloidal gold particles suspended in water.92 A full description of
Mie theory is beyond the scope of this thesis (the reader is instead referred to Ref. [93]). Mie
theory provides an exact analytical solution for Maxwell’s equations for the case of a plane wave
incident on a spherical particle.93 According to Mie theory, a dielectric sphere can possess strong
scattering resonances, with the scattering proprieties of the sphere dependent on its dielectric
constant and size relative to the wavelength of the incident light.94
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We can consider a dielectric sphere to act as a localised basis for a photon with a wavelength
corresponding to one its scattering resonances (much like an atomic orbital does for an electron).
Although, the electromagnetic field is not truly localised as the field decays inversely with the
distance from the centre of the sphere. These bound states of photons, and accompanying leak,
are known as Mie modes.95 If multiple scatterers are brought together, their individual resonant
modes will hybridise, and energy bands will form. Then the ideas of the linear combination of
atomic orbitals (LCAO) can be extended to the problem of electromagnetic waves, forming the
tight binding model of photonic crystals.96
Figures 2.8 (a) and (b) show the internal electric field patterns for the zeroth and first
order TM Mie resonances, respectively, for infinitely long dielectric cylinders. The frequency,
and number of nodes in the internal field pattern, increases with the order of the resonant
modes, where zeroth order and first order modes have no nodes and a single node, respectively.97
Eigenmodes formed from the hybridisation of zeroth order Mie resonances will, therefore, have a
lower frequency than those formed from first order resonances, just as is the case for the Bragg
scattering picture (see Figure 2.8). This idea is validated by the observation that there is a
direct correspondence between the band gaps calculated by the plane wave expansion method
and the Mie resonances of an isolated sphere or cylinder.96–100
The Mie scattering mechanism therefore allows us to understand the opening of PBGs in
structures that do not possess any periodicity. Additionally, this argument has not been limited
to structures composed of spheres or cylinders, the idea has been extended to consider network
structures where Mie-type resonances are understood to be vital in the opening of a PBG in
both the crystalline and amorphous network gyroid and diamond structures.23,101
We have seen that there are two key mechanisms at play when discussing the opening of
PBGs - Bragg and Mie scattering mechanisms. Therefore, photonic crystals with the widest
PBGs are those which allow for a synergistic interplay between single scattering Mie resonances
and macroscopic Bragg scattering. This is best achieved when the dielectric fill fraction of the
crystal is optimised to allow for an overlap between the spectral ranges associated with the two
mechanisms.102
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Figure 2.8: The relationship between Mie resonances and their hybridisation in photonic crystals.
(a) and (b) show the zeroth and first order Mie resonances, characterised by having no node
and a single node respectively. (c) and (d) show the hybridisation of individual modes to form
extended hybrid modes. The red and blue lines represent the individual modes whose absolute
amplitude decays inversely with the distance from the centre of the scatterer. The black lines
represent the hybrid mode, where those formed from the zeroth and first order Mie resonances
are concentrated in the high dielectric region and low dielectric region respectively, just as was
the case for Bragg scattering picture. (e) and (f ) then show example eigenmodes for a disordered
2D photonic crystal below and above the PBG, where the mode below the PBG has zero nodes
inside the high dielectric material, whereas the mode above does. Adapted from Ref. [103]

Elongated Triblock Patchy Particles: Building Blocks for
Photonic Crystals
3.1 Introduction
In this thesis we intended to build on the foundation that has been laid for colloidal open
crystals self-assembled from spherical triblock patchy (STP) particles.66,67 STP particles are
considered to be potential building blocks for photonic crystals, having been shown to assemble
into the cubic diamond66 and tetrastack58,59,64,65 structures. In the present body of work, we
investigated the crystal structures formed by elongated triblock patchy (ETP) particles, as
well as the photonic properties of these structures. The lowest frequency modes of a photonic
crystal strongly confine their electrical energy to high dielectric regions; and so, structures
composed of dielectric particles that have a thin vein-like shape (such as the ETP particles)
provide narrow “highways” along which the electric field lines can traverse. As a result, the
electrical energy of the eigenmodes for the lowest bands is strongly confined to the high dielectric
region, whereas the upper bands are moved to higher frequency as the particles will be unable to
accommodate multiple orthogonal modes.104 Therefore, we would expect the photonic properties
of the structures formed by the ETP particles to be superior to their spherical counterparts.
This section is outlined as follows: we present the model for the elongated particles considered
here, followed by the results of this thesis. Crystal structure prediction was performed for
the ETP particles in order to see what structures the particles could be expected to assemble
into. The photonic band structure of these crystals were then calculated and compared to their
spherical counterparts. Finally we performed virtual move Monte Carlo simulations in order to




3.2 Elongated Triblock Patchy Model
Here we outline the pair potential used to describe the interaction between the ETP particles.
The interaction between the cores is considered to be that of soft repulsive spherocylinders
(SRS), modelled by the truncated and shifted Kihara potential. The liquid crystal phases of
these particles have been thoroughly studied in Refs. [105–107]. The diameter of the spherocylin-
der is denoted by ‡ and its length by L, the aspect ratio of the spherocylinder is then Lú = L/‡.
Each ETP particle has two attractive patches, one on each cap, which we denote as A and B,
where patch A has a half angle of – and patch B has a half angle of —. The widths of the two
patches can vary independently, as can their attractive strengths. A schematic illustration of
the ETP particles, as modelled here, is shown in , as shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Two-dimensional representation of the ETP model, where L is the length of the line
segment (thick black line) that connects the centers of the spherocylinder caps, and ‡ is the
diameter of the spherocylinder. Attractive patches are placed at each cap (represented by the
red and blue segments), that can possess varying strengths and widths. The half-widths of the
patches are denoted by – and —.
























where dij represents the shortest distance between spherocylinders i and j, defined as the mini-
mum distance between the line segments of the spherocylinders.108 As a representative example,
Figure 3.2 plots the Kihara potential for four relative orientations for a pair of spherocylinders.
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Figure 3.2: The soft repulsive spherocylinder pair potential (also known as the Kihara potential),
as a function of the centre-to-centre separation of the particles, rij , for two particles with fixed
relative orientations. The pair potential shown is for spherocylinders with L = ‡ = 1, the four
relative configurations shown on the plot are isoenergetic as the shortest distance, dij , between
the spherocylinders in all four configurations is the same.
As stated earlier, previous studies on spherical patchy particles have widely employed the
Kern-Frenkel model. For our designer patchy particles, the patch-patch interactions are modelled
in a similar spirit, but are made continuous by the use of the functional form given in Eqns. (3.2)-
(3.4), as prescribed in Ref. [109], and more recently used in Ref. [66]. In this continuous patchy





≠‘ab if (rab ≠ ”) < 0




where rab is the distance between patch a and patch b, and ” is the largest separation at which
the attraction between patch a and patch b is at its strongest. s controls the range at which
the attraction decreases to zero. ‘ab is the depth of the potential due to the patch a-patch b
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interaction, and determined by the geometric mean Ô‘aa‘bb. In this continuous version of the
Kern-Frenkel model potential is modulated by the angular term, which is given by:
fkl(r̂ab, ûa, ûb) =
1
4 (1 + Fa)(1 + Fb) (3.3)





≠1 if (≠r̂ab · ûa) < cos ◊
≠ cos
A
fi[≠r̂ab · ûa ≠ cos ◊]




The interaction between two ETP particles is then given by:
U
ET P





U (rab) · fab(r̂ab, ûa, ûb) (3.5)
where, rij and rab represent the centre-to-centre distance between the two ETP particles and
patches a and b respectively; ûi represents the orientation of particle i, which we define as the
unit vector parallel to the line segment of the ETP particle in the direction of patch A. ûa
represents the orientation patch a, if a = A then ûa = ûi, whereas if a = B then ûa = ≠ûi.
Therefore, we can define the reference positions of the rigid-body sites for an ETP particle of
length L as:
rzA = (0, 0, L/2) rzB = (0, 0, ≠L/2)
The inter-patch vector between patches a and b on spherocylinders i and j is then given by:
rab = rij + (Ra · rza ≠ Rb · rzb) (3.6)
where Ra represents the 3 ◊ 3 rotation matrix for patch a on particle i. The particles considered
in this thesis can be envisaged as an extension of the Janus matchstick particles studied in
Refs. [69] and [70], with an additional patch. The pair potential for ETP particles (of arbitrary
geometry) and its derivatives were implemented into GlOSP. These were then adapted in order
to calculate the lattice energy of the ETP particle system.
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The shortest distance is a function of the center-to-center inter-particle distance between
spherocylinders i and j, rij , the unit vectors describing their respective orientations, ûi and
ûj , and the length, L; the derivatives of the potential energy function were therefore taken
accordingly. The sgn(x, y) function returns the value of x with the sign of y.
Algorithm 2: Shortest Distance Between Two Line Segments
Input : (rij , ûi, ûj , L)
1 p = rij · ûi, q = rij · ûj , u = ûi · ûj
2 l = L/2, c = 1 ≠ u2
3 if c < ” then
4 if p ”= 0 then
5 ⁄i = sgn(l, p), ⁄j = ⁄iu ≠ q
6 if (|⁄j | > l) ⁄j = sgn(l, ⁄j)
7 else
8 ⁄i = 0, ⁄j = 0
9 end
10 else
11 ⁄i = (p ≠ qu)/c, ⁄i = (pu ≠ q)/c
12 Li = |⁄i| ≠ l, Lj = |⁄j | ≠ l
13 if Li > 0 or Lj > 0 then
14 if Li > Lj then
15 ⁄i = sgn(l, ⁄i), ⁄j = ⁄iu ≠ q
16 if (|⁄j | > l) ⁄j = sgn(l, ⁄j)
17 else
18 ⁄j = sgn(l, ⁄j), ⁄i = ⁄ju ≠ p




23 dij = rij + ⁄j ûj ≠ ⁄iûi
24 return dij
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3.3 Crystal Structure Prediction
Global minima on the crystal energy landscape for the ETP potential were identified using basin-
hopping global optimization. The key methods described in Ref. [74] were implemented into the
package GlOSP, a program for Global Optimization for Structure Prediction, developed in-house.
Benchmarking results for the computational framework used in this thesis is provided in Ap-
pendix C. The L-BFGS algorithm was used for local minimization with 1,000,000 basin-hopping
steps for unit cells containing four, six and eight ETP particles. A range of parameters were
used, the aspect ratio was fixed at unity: Lú = 1, the patches were set to be of the same width
and were in the range: – = — = [60¶ ≠ 90¶] and the range of patch-patch interactions was fixed
at 0.2‡ (s = 5). Simulations were set up for systems with and without a hierarchy of interaction
strengths, ‘AA = 5 and ‘BB = {1, 5}, that we refer to as the AB-ETP and AA-ETP systems
respectively. For all systems considered, four isoenergentic structures were found as the global
minima: cubic tetrastack (CT), hexagonal tetrastack (HT), double cubic tetrastack (DCT) and
triple cubic tetrastack (TCT) structures. The cubic and hexagonal tetrastack structures are
similar to their spherical counterparts.
Figure 3.3: The characteristic 16 particle motif of cubic and hexagonal tetrastack can be con-
sidered as a tetrahedron of tetrahedra. Four tetrahedral units come together such that their
centres are all tetrahedrally arranged, resulting in a fifth central tetrahedron. (left) In the cubic
polymorph the tetrahedral clusters are all orientated so that they are staggered relative to the
central tetrahedron. (right) In the hexagonal polymorph only three of the tetrahedral clusters
are staggered relative to the central tetrahedron, with the forth eclipsed.
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Figure 3.4: Two views of the cubic tetrastack structure, the left image highlights the cubic
symmetry of the structure, whereas the right image showcases the ABC stacking of staggered
Kagome planes in cubic tetrastack. From these two images it is clear how the structure is
composed of corner sharing tetrahedra that are all staggered relative to one another.
Figure 3.5: Two views of the hexagonal tetrastack structure, the left image is the view along the
a3 and highlights the hexagonal symmetry of the structure, as well as showcasing the eclipsed
Kagome planes of the hexagonal polymorph. The right image displays the AB stacking of the
Kagome planes in hexagonal tetrastack.
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Figure 3.6: Two conventional unit cells of the CT structure are shown on the left, the particles
are coloured di erently simply to highlight the fact that there are two seperate CT networks.
The origin of the CT structure is shifted by half a cell length between the two views, so that if
they are then superimposed on one another the DCT structure is formed, as shown on the right.
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Figure 3.7: Images of the TCT structure showcasing the “close-packed” nature of the structure.
Figure 3.8: Each of the hexagonal rings that form the pores of the CT structure is wide enough
to accommodate two vertically aligned particles. If these two vertically aligned particles are
associated with separate CT structures, the result is the TCT structure.
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The DCT and TCT structures are made up of two and three interpenetrating CT structures,
respectively. The unit cells of CT and DCT both contain a single tetrahedron, with the di erence
between the two structures arising due to DCT possessing a primitive simple cubic unit cell,
whereas CT has a primitive fcc unit cell. The length of the unit cell vectors for DCT is half of
the length of the conventional unit cell vectors for CT. However, the centres of the ETP particles
in DCT sit on fcc lattice points, the fcc face should be recognisable in Figure 3.6. Clearly, due
to the di erent orientations of the particles it is not possible to define the structure as an fcc
lattice with a one-particle motif. In addition to the DCT structrure, we also found the TCT
structure, which is built up from three interpenetrating CT structures. However, unlike the CT
and DCT structures, TCT does not have a cubic unit cell. Instead, the TCT structure has a
body-centered tetragonal unit cell.
Each ETP particle forms a total of six bonds, three on each patch. As previously stated
changing the parameters of the pair-potential does not change the global minimum structures,
and so the presence of a hierarchy of interaction strengths does not change the global minimum
structures observed. However, each particle in the AB system maximises the number of strong-
strong patch interactions. Therefore, each particle in the AB systems has three strong-strong
bonds and three weak-weak bonds. In the AA system, all of the bond lengths are identical
and so the crystal structures possess an inversion centre. This changes in the AB system, as
the bonds formed by weak-weak patches are slightly longer than those formed by strong-strong
patches. The result is that the crystal structures lose their inversion symmetry; which in turn
alters the spacegroup of the structures. The change in the spacegroup is best explained in terms
of the tetrahedral vacancies of the crystal structures. If we imagine a pseudo-particle, whose
volume is equal to that of the vacancy, is centred on each of the tetrahedral vacancies in CT,
they will collectively form cubic diamond. In the AA system all of these pseudo-particles are of
the same volume. However, in the AB system the strong-strong pseudo-particles have a smaller
volume than the weak-weak pseudo-particles. As a result the AA-CT structure has the same
symmetry as the cubic diamond structure – they both belong to the Fd-3m space group, whereas
the AB-CT structure has the same symmetry as the zinc blende structure. This explanation
can then be extended to the other tetrastack structures, with the tetrahedral vacancies in the









Table 3.1: The spacegroups of the global minimum structures for the ETP system where L =
‡ = 1, ‘AA = 5 and – = — = 85¶. In the presence of a hierarchy of interaction strengths,
(i.e., when ‘BB = 1) the structures do not possess an inversion center, which is reflected by the
change in the spacegroup of the structures.
These results are not wholly unexpected, in fact it is exactly what one would have expected
given the previous studies on STP particles. A sphere can be considered as a spherocylinder with
L
ú = 0, and so the patch-patch interactions are exactly the same as those for a spherocylinder
with Lú = 1. Clearly, the local order of the structures formed by the ETP particles is governed by
the geometry of the patches, just as is the case for STP particles. However, unlike their spherical
counterparts, the ETP particles are is able to form interpenetrating structures. Therefore, by
introducing the shape anisotropy we have opened up the possibility of forming structures that
are inaccessible to the STP particles. The DCT and TCT structures are reminiscent of the
close-packed tetrahedra reported by Conway and Torquato in Ref. [110]. However, it is not
immediately obvious as to why interpenetrating structures for HT were not found. This remains
to be clearly understood; however, it is most likely because the structure cannot be formed
by simply changing the shape of the unit cell. By considering Figure 3.4 it should be clear
that for double hexagonal tetrastack (DHT), the two interpenetrating structures will be related
by a translation and an inversion. Given that all of the structures are isoenergetic, we can
expect this system to su er from the same issue of polymorphism that plagues their spherical
counterparts. Additionally, there is the added complication of the interpenetrating structures
with the ETP particles. We would also expect the number of interpenetrating structures that
can be accomodated to increase as the aspect ratio of the ETP particles increases, due to the
wider hexagonal rings that would be formed.
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3.4 Photonic Band Structure Calculations
Having found the potential crystal structures that can be assembled from ETP particles, we are
interested in identifying whether any of these structures exhibit a complete photonic band gap.
The photonic properties of the structures found from global optimisation are investigated using
the freely available MIT Photonic-Bands (MPB) software package, version 1.5.89 The MPB software
computes fully vectorial eigenmodes of Maxwell’s equations with periodic boundary conditions
by a preconditioned conjugate-gradient minimization of the block Rayleigh quotient in a plane
wave basis. The MPB takes the fractional coordinates, geometry and dielectric constant of the
particles, and the primitive lattice basis of the crystal structure as input. The GlOSP package
outputs the optimised centers of mass and orientations of the particles with unit cell parameters
that do not necessarily correspond to the primitive or conventional unit cell. Therefore, in order
to set up the photonic band structure calculations the minima found from global optimisation
must first be converted to a primitive lattice basis. We use the freely available spglib111
package in order to to standardise the unit cell parameters extracted from GlOSP into primitive
cell parameters and extract the corresponding fractional coordinates of the particles. However,
neither MPB nor spglib have a standard spherocylinder geometric object. To work around this
issue we deconstruct each spherocylinder into a rigid body made up of three components: a
cylinder and two hemispherical caps. We use spglib to extract primitive lattice basis and the
fractional coordinates of these sites. Then the orientation of the ETP particles in fractional
space can be calculated by computing the unit vector that connects the center of mass of each
ETP particle with one of the hemispherical cap sites. The spherocylinders can then be defined in
MPB using two cylinders and two spheres. Two dielectric spheres are positioned at the hemisphere
sites, then a cylinder of the correct length and orientation is positioned at the center of mass
and defined to have a dielectric constant of nothing. This has the e ect of “punching a hole” in
the dielectric spheres to convert them into hemispheres. Finally a second dielectric cylinder, of
the same length and orientation is defined in order to complete the spherocylinder.
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Figure 3.9: Cartoon depicting the geometric objects used to define each of the ETP particles
within the MPB package. (1) First, two dielectric spheres with a diameter of 1 and dielectric
constant of 12 are defined. Each sphere is centred on one of the hemispherical sites for the ETP
particle. (2) Next a cylinder, with the correct length and orientation, is defined. This cylinder
has a dielectric constant of nothing and “punches a hole” in the dielectric spheres to convert
them into hemispheres (see page 37 of the MPB manual). (3) Finally, a second cylinder, with
the same length and orientation, is defined which connects the two hemispheres and gives the
complete ETP particle.
The MPB package requires the user to also specify certain key parameters – resolution, mesh
size and k-points. The resolution defines the number of spatial grid points that are used to
discretize the unit cell. At each grid point the dielectric constant, and its inverse, are averaged
over a uniform mesh extending halfway to the neighboring grid points. The mesh resolution is
controlled by the mesh size variable. Finally, the k-points variable defines the set of wavevectors
for which the eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies will be determined. We choose the wavevectors
in such a way that they form a continuous path along the IBZ of each crystal, and so the patch
varies depending on the symmetry of the crystal structure. We use spglib to determine the
spacegroup of the crystal structures, then use Ref. [112] in order to choose the correct high
symmetry points for each lattice and define the correct path along the edge of the IBZ. The
pipeline of GlOSP æ spglib æ MPB was benchmarked using the inverse opal structures and
cubic tetrastack with spherical particles, these are shown in Appendix D.
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Following the example of previous studies, we consider our ETP particles to be composed
of silicon, Á = 12, and are embedded within a low-index host material (air, Áair = 1).21,63,113,114
The dielectric function for all of the structures were visualised to ensure that MPB was correctly
drawing the ETP particles, and that the structures had the correct periodicity. The dielectric
functions of the CT and HT structures are shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Visualisation of the dielectric function for CT (top) and HT (bottom) using a
resolution of 128 and a mesh size of 50.
The photonic band structures for the CT, HT, DCT and TCT crystals are shown in Figures
3.14, 3.16, 3.11 and 3.13, respectively. Here the frequencies of both band structures are given
in the reduced units of: Êú = Êa/2fic to allow for a direct comparison of the CT and HT band
structures; where, a is the edge length of the CT conventional unit cell and c is the vacuum
speed of light.
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Figure 3.11: The first 25 bands from the photonic band diagram for the DCT structure.
Figure 3.12: Planes of the displacement field of the DCT structure for the first and second
bands at the M -points. The (111) and (111̄) planes are shown, where the two planes represent
a Kagome plane from di erent interpenetrating structures. Focusing on the 1st band we see
that the two interpenetrating structures have di erent internal field patterns. Then if we look
at the 2nd band we see that the field patterns have switched between the two interpenetrating
structures.
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Neither DCT or TCT display a complete PBG, whereas the CT and HT structures do.
Therefore, we focus mainly on the latter structures in this section. An interesting observation;
however, is the origin of the degenerate states for the first four bands of DCT at the G, X and
M -points. Figure 3.12 shows slices of the displacement field for the first and second bands of
the DCT band structure at the M -point, where each slice shows the Kagome plane of one of
the interpenetrating structures. Focusing on the first band (the left side of Figure 3.12), we see
that the two interpenetrating structures have di erent internal field patterns, that also resemble
those shown for the first two bands of CT. Then if we look at the second band we see that the
field patterns have switched between the two interpenetrating structures resulting in a pair of
degenerate states.
Figure 3.13: The first 25 bands from the photonic band diagram for the TCT structure.
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The CT structure possesses a complete PBG between the 2nd and 3rd bands, with a band
gap–midgap ratio of DÊú/Êúm = 18.1%. Surprisingly, the HT structure also possesses a complete
PBG between the 4th and 5th bands, with a band gap–midgap ratio of DÊú/Êúm = 7.45%.
Due to the lower symmetry of the hexagonal Brillouin zone, the band structure of HT has,
approximately, twice as many bands in a given frequency range than CT. This in turn leads to
the narrower band gap of the HT structure. A similar observation has previously been made for
the electronic band structure of the cubic and hexagonal diamond phases of Si, where the extra
bands in the hexagonal phase were attributed to its lower symmetry leading to fewer degenerate
modes.115
Cubic and hexagonal tetrastack are both constructed from layers of stacked Kagome planes.
Along the [111] direction of CT the planes are staggered, and along the [001] direction of HT
the planes are eclipsed. Due to this common structural feature, there is a direct correspondence
between some of the high symmetry points of their respective Brillouin zones. For instance,
the G æ L path (i.e., the [111] direction) of CT corresponds to the G æ A path (i.e., the [001]
direction) of the HT Brillouin zone. Additionally, the G æ X path of the CT Brillouin zone can be
mapped onto the G æ M path of HT.116 We, therefore, chose to compare the displacement fields,
as defined in Eqn. (B.8), at the X and M points for the CT and HT structures, respectively, to see
whether there is any correspondence between the field patterns of the eigenmodes. Figures 3.15
and 3.17 show slices of the displacement fields, taken through the (111) and (001) Kagome planes
of the CT and HT structures, respectively, as these views allow for the most direct comparison
of the eigenmodes of the two structures. We see that similar field patterns are exhibited by
both structures. Additionally, the field patterns of the eigenmodes at the top and bottom of the
band gap are the same for both structures. For there to be such a striking similarity in their
field patterns, the local short-ranged order of both tetrastack structures must be a crucial factor
for the opening of the band gap. Therefore, we suggest that the Mie scattering mechanism is
also crucial for the opening of the band gap. Interestingly, there is a notable similarity between
these eigenmodes and the internal field patterns of the Mie resonances for dielectric cylinders
that were discussed in section 2.3.3. If we focus on the eigenmodes of the CT structure, the
first two bands display zeroth order Mie-type resonances, whereas the 3rd band clearly exhibits
first order Mie-type modes as there are nodal planes that cleanly cut perpendicularly through
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the ETP particles. The nodal plane along the length of the particles in the 3rd band causes some
of the field amplitude to spill into the low dielectric region.16 Therefore, the fraction of electrical
energy in the high dielectric region is greatly reduced, as compared to the lower bands, resulting
in the band gap (see section B.2).16,98,104 In addition to the zeroth and first order Mie-type
resonances, there are modes that are not immediately identifiable as Mie-type resonances. The
origin of the extra bands in the HT band structure also becomes apparent when we consider the
displacement fields of the first and fourth bands at the M -point, shown in Figure 3.17. Both
modes seem to have the same field pattern for the (001) plane; however, the field pattern for the
(110) plane of the first band alternates sign only in a single direction, whereas the (110) plane
of the forth band forms a checker-board pattern.
The hypothesis that the local short-ranged order of the structures is the critical factor for the
opening of the band gap draws support from the so-called “photonic amorphous diamond” (PAD)
that was discussed in section 1.1.1.21,22 Despite having no long-range order, the structure still
has a complete PBG of 18%; additionally, its midgap frequency coincides with that of the rod-
connected diamond structure.21 This suggests that the dominant factor for the band gap in
both structures is the same, meaning Bragg scattering cannot be primarily responsible for the
formation of a PBG in these diamond-like structures. Rather, it must be associated with the
short-ranged order of the structures.21–23,117 The ETP-CT structure is equivalent to the rod-
connected diamond structure, where each cylinder and tetrahedral junction point are replaced
by a spherocylinder and a vacancy, respectively. Therefore, we would also expect the local short-
ranged order of the tetrastack structures to be the key for the opening of the band gap. The
dependence of the band gap–midgap ratio on the dielectric contrast is shown in Figure 3.18.
The smallest dielectric contrast for which ETP-CT displays a complete band gap is Á = 5.6,
similar to that of rod-connected diamond, Á ¥ 3.6,19,71 despite its lack of a network topology.91
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Figure 3.14: The first 25 bands from the photonic band structure for CT, with Lú = 1, – =
— = 85¶, ‘AA = ‘BB = 5 and s = 5. A resolution of 32 and a mesh-size of 50 were used to
produce this band structure. There is a complete PBG between the 2nd and 3rd bands, with
DÊú/Êúm = 18.1%.
Figure 3.15: Slices of the displacement field, D(r, t), for the first three bands of the CT structure
at the X-point, where MPB picks a canonical phase for the eigenstates. The slices show the
Kagome planes that form the (111) plane of the CT structure. It is clear that these eigenmodes
are dominated by the Mie-type resonances centered on certain ETP particles. These particles
in the first two bands display zeroth order Mie-type resonances, whereas in the 3rd band they
resemble first order Mie-type resonances. The modes that are not immediately identifiable as
Mie-type resonances, are hybrid modes made up from zeroth and first order Mie-type resonances.
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Figure 3.16: The first 25 bands from the photonic band structure for HT, with Lú = 1, – =
— = 85¶, ‘AA = ‘BB = 5 and s = 5. There is a complete PBG between the 4th and 5th bands,
with DÊú/Êúm = 7.45%.
Figure 3.17: Slices of the displacement field, D(r, t), for bands 1, 3, 4 and 5 of the HT structure
at the M -point. The first and second rows depict views along the (001) and (110) planes
respectively.
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Figure 3.18: The dependence of the band gap–midgap ratio on the dielectric constant of the
particles for the CT and HT structures. The lowest dielectric constant for which CT and HT
exhibit a complete photonic band gap larger than 1% is 5.6 and 9.4 respectively.
At the limit of Lú = 0, the ETP particles are spherical and can be considered as STP
particles. The STP-CT structure only has a band gap–midgap ratio of 4.2% for Á = 12. We
have seen that the lowest two bands strongly confine their electric field energy to the high
dielectric region. However, the third band has a nodal plane along the length of the particles
which causes the electric field energy to spill into the low dielectric region. Increasing the length
of the particles will increase the fraction of energy that spills into the high dielectric region for
this third band, causing the band gap to increase in size,16,104 as is shown to be the case in
Table 3.2. The fraction of the electric field, for a given mode, that is contained within the high








The concentration factor for the 3rd band of the CT structure approximately halves when tran-
sitioning from STP to ETP particles. The same observation is also made for the HT structure.











Table 3.2: The concentration fraction, Ï (i.e., the fraction of the time averaged electric field
energy density located in the high dielectric region), as given by MPB, for the dielectric (band 2)
and air (band 3) bands of cubic tetrastack at the X and L points, for Lú = 0 and Lú = 1.
As shown in the previous section, the symmetry of the tetrastack structures formed by the
AB-ETP particles is di erent from those formed by the AA-ETP particles. This is expected to
have an e ect on the size of the band gap, and so the photonic band structures for the crystal
structures formed by the AB-ETP particles were calculated. We find that the general nature
of the band structures remains the same; however, the band gap decreases in size. This change
arises because the particles in these crystals are not overlapping or touching, due to their repul-
sive interactions. Therefore, the electric field lines cannot be completely confined to the high
dielectric region. As a result the electric field lines must cross through the low dielectric regions
corresponding to the tetrahedral holes between the particles. The tetrahedral voids formed by
the weaker patches have a slightly larger volume than those formed by the stronger patches.
Therefore, more of the electric field energy leaks into the low dielectric region for the crystal
structures formed by the AB-ETP particles. This is shown by the first and second rows of Ta-
ble 3.3, where the band gap is shown to be larger for the CT structure formed by the AA-ETP
particles as compared to the one formed by the AB-ETP particles since the concentration factor
for the dielectric band is larger in the former. A larger band gap can be recovered for the CT
structure formed by the AB-ETP particles simply by decreasing the range of the patch-patch
interactions, as shown by System 3 in Table 3.3. By decreasing the range of the patch-patch
interactions we reduce the size of the tetrahedral voids between the particles, thereby minimising
the fraction of the electric field energy that leaks into the low dielectric region.
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System DÊú/Êúm Ïdiel Ïair
1 18.1% 58% 22%
2 15.5% 54% 21%
3 18.8% 60% 22%
Table 3.3: The band gap–midgap ratio and concentration factors of the dielectric (second)
and the air (third) band at the X point for CT are compared for three di erent systems with
– = — = 85¶. System 1: ‘AA = ‘BB = 5 and s = 5, System 2: ‘AA = 5, ‘BB = 1 and s = 5 and
System 3: ‘AA = 5, ‘BB = 1 and s = 10
The CT structure composed of overlapping dielectric spheres has previously been reported
to possess a band gap–midgap ratio of nearly 14%.61–63 Therefore, we have shown that the
structures formed by the ETP particles have superior photonic band gap properties to their
spherical counterparts; this is especially evident for the HT structure which does not have a
band gap when constructed from spherical particles. The rod-connected diamond is well known
to be the “champion” photonic band gap structure, with a band gap–midgap ratio of 30%
between the second and third bands.19,20,71 Although the ETP-CT structure has a narrower
band gap, its allure is that it should be realisable using a bottom-up approach, unlike the
rod-connected diamond structure which was fabricated by directly drilling into a block of high
dielectric material.
Additionally, the Mie scattering mechanism was suggested to be the key in the formation
of the band gap in the CT and HT structures. This is in line with previous observations that
amorphous diamond structures also exhibit a complete band gap, with the local tetrahedral
coordination of the particles suggested to be the key to the opening of a complete photonic
band gap. Given that the amorphous diamond structure has a band gap, it is not unreasonable
to suggest that an amorphous tetrastack structure will also display a complete photonic band
gap. This is still a conjecture at this point; however, this is of particular importance as much
e ort has previously been placed into fabricating the perfect CT structure, but to little avail.
Previous computational studies explored potential routes, using either highly complex particles
or SDAs.64,65
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3.5 Exploration of a Hierarchical Self-Assembly Strategy
Having explored what lies at the bottom of the potential energy landscape (PEL) of various
small cell periodic systems, it was important to also investigate how the PES is sampled in
thermal conditions at equilibrium. To this end, a series of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations were
carried out in the canonical ensemble. A standard MC algorithm makes use of single-particle
moves, which are known to be inadequate in the context of emergent structural hierarchy where
the collective motion of clusters of particles are likely to be crucial.66,118 We therefore used the
virtual-move Monte Carlo (VMMC) algorithm as implemented in PaSSion, a Package for Soft
Matter Simulation developed in-house following the prescription of Rŭûi ka and Allen.119,120 The
VMMC algorithm is a cluster-move algorithm involving collective movements of the particles,
and has recently been found to be quite e cient in the study of hierarchical self-assembly of
anisotropic colloidal particles.66
A series of VMMC simulations were performed in the canonical ensemble for systems of
N = 256 and N = 500 ETP particles. For these simulations, the aspect ratio was again fixed at
unity: Lú = 1, and the patches were set to be of the same width: – = — = 85¶. A hierarchy of
interaction strengths was used, with ‘AA = 5 and ‘BB = 1 and the range of interaction fixed at
0.2‡ (s = 5). The ideal density of cubic and hexagonal tetrastack, as given by GlOSP, is 0.1115,
and so the density was set to 0.104 in order to account for thermal fluctuations during the
simulation. The simulations are performed under periodic boundary conditions, using a cubic
box and the minimum image convention. The orientations of the particles are represented by
quaternions, and each VMMC cycle consists of N translational or collective rotational moves,
with each move chosen with equal probability. The maximum step size for both translational
and orientational degrees of freedom was fixed at 0.1. The potential energy was computed using
a spherical cut-o  2.5‡ (for the distance between the centres-of-mass of the particles), and a
neighbour list for computational e ciency. The temperature at which each VMMC simulation
is performed is quoted in the reduced units of ‘/kB, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and
this reduced temperature is represented by T ú. The particles initially start on an fcc lattice with
random orientations. An initial run at T ú = 1 is then performed in order to “melt” the system
and obtain a random initial configuration. At each T ú at least 1 ◊ 106 cycles are performed
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for equilibration, followed by a production stage. The number of steps in the production stage
depends on the T ú, with each simulation allowed to proceed until the average energy plateaus. At
T
ú = 0.3, 3 ◊ 107 VMMC cycles were performed. From the trajectory generated five independent
configurations were extracted and cooled further.
In order to follow the progression of the self-assembly process, the number of tetrahedral
clusters formed by the particles in the system were identified using the local orientational order
parameter, q:











where Nb is the number of particles in the cluster under consideration (i.e., the nearest neigh-
bours of particle i), Âij is the angle subtended at the center of the cluster by the two vectors
joining the center of particle i and j. The clusters of particles were determined using the rigid
body site of the strong patch in order to ensure that only the emergent tetrahedra are considered
during the simulation. For a perfect tetrahedron q = 1 and Nb = 4. For a perfect tetrastack
crystal, each of these tetrahedra will sit on a diamond lattice point. We can, therefore, make
use of previous analysis techniques that have been applied to study the assembly of colloidal
particles into diamond. Specifically, we use the Steinhardt local order parameter q̄3m(i), based












The probability distribution of the complex conjugate scalar product between the Steinhardt
local bond order parameters of two neighbouring particles i and j, q3(i) · qú3(j) can be used
to distinguish between cubic and hexagonal diamond. In the probability distributions of both
cubic and hexagonal diamond, there is a peak at -1. However, in hexagonal diamond only three
neighbours give the q3(i) · qú3(j) = ≠1 signature, and there is an additional peak at -0.115.
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The N = 256 simulations were predominantly performed for the purpose of rapidly ex-
ploring the state points on the temperature–number density plane to identify the region where
crystallisation is observed. Figure 3.20 (top) shows how the average number of tetrahedra NT d,
characterised in terms of the orientational order parameter defined in Eqn. (3.8), and the aver-
age potential energy per particle, U/(N‘), evolve with T ú. We see that there is an initial drop
in U/(N‘) coupled with an increase in NT d. At T ú = 0.1 the first stage of assembly reaches
completion with the formation of tetrahedral clusters exclusively corresponding to NT d = 64.
It was confirmed by visual inspection that the stronger patch-patch interactions drive the first
stage of assembly, as would be expected. A short lived plateau in NT d followed by a sharp
increase was observed (along with a decrease in U/(N‘)) between T ú = 0.09 and T ú = 0.08.
This is suggestive of a structural transition taking place across this temperature window leading
to emergent tetrahedra in a second stage of assembly driven by weaker patch-patch interactions.
The peaks that appear in the radial distribution function (RDF) shown in Figure 3.20 (bottom)
confirm the emergence of long-range correlations through the second stage of assembly. The
essence of this two stage assembly process is captured by Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.19: The hierarchical self-assembly pathway for ETP particles with ‘AA > ‘BB, where
in the image the red patches symbolise patch A, and the blue patches patch B, will have two
stages. Stage 1 is the formation of the tetrahedral units, where the ETP particles maximise the
number of strong-strong interaction. Stage 2 is the assembly of the crystal structure, where the
weak-weak patches come into play and an extended structure can form.
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Figure 3.20: (top) The evolution of the number of tetrahedra, NT d, and the average potential
energy per particle, U/(N‘), for the N = 256 system of ETP particles, with a number density
of n = 0.104. (bottom) The radial distribution function for this ETP system at five di erent
reduced temperatures, using the center-to-center distances between the particles.
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Following this initial exploration, we studied a system of N = 500 particles. The system
was rapidly cooled from T ú = 1 to T ú = 0.3. Just as before, for all five systems the first stage
of assembly was complete by T ú = 0.1. Each system was then cooled to T ú = 0.09. Given that
the second stage of assembly was found to occur between T ú = 0.09 and T ú = 0.08, the systems
were cooled more slowly below T ú = 0.09. We observed that the second stage of assembly began
at T ú = 0.089, as revealed by the RDFs shown in Figures 3.21 and 3.23 for systems 3 and 5,
respectively. Each system was then cooled further to a final temperature of T ú = 0.085. The
tetrahedral centres were extracted for each trajectory, using the the order parameter q. The
probability distribution of the complex conjugate scalar product between the Steinhardt local
bond order parameters of two neighbouring particles i and j, q3(i) · qú3(j), were also computed.
Two of these probability distributions are shown in Figures 3.22 and 3.24 for systems 3 and 5,
respectively. In a perfect CD structure, all four neighbours (denoted by j) of particle i have a
q3(i) · qú3(j) = ≠1, whereas in the HD structure each particle only has three neighbours with
q3(i) · qú3(j) = ≠1 and one other with q3(i) · qú3(j) = ≠0.115. It is clear from Figures 3.22 and
3.24 that both systems display regions of CD and HD as they display both peaks; however, the
peak at -0.115 is much more defined for system 3 than for system 5. This suggests that both
systems formed a mixed CT/HT phase; however, system 3 was more “HT-like” than system 5.
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Figure 3.21: The radial distribution function (RDF) for the third independent system of N = 500
ETP particles at four di erent reduced temperatures, using the center-to-center distances. The
structural transition that occurs at T ú = 0.089 is clearly shown by the increased number of
peaks in the RDF, that then become better defined as the temperature is decreased.
Figure 3.22: The probability distribution of the complex conjugate scalar product between the
Steinhardt local bond order parameters of two neighbouring particles i and j, q3(i) · qú3(j) for
the third independent system of N = 500 ETP particles at T ú = 0.085, using the tetrahedral
centres of the system. The peak at -1 is characteristic of cubic diamond, with the additional
peak at -0.115 suggesting that hexagonal diamond motifs are also present.
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Figure 3.23: The radial distribution function (RDF) for the fifth independent system of N = 500
ETP particles at four di erent reduced temperatures, using the center-to-center distances. The
structural transition that occurs at T ú = 0.089 is clearly shown by the increased number of
peaks in the RDF, that then become better defined as the temperature is decreased.
Figure 3.24: The probability distribution of the complex conjugate scalar product between the
Steinhardt local bond order parameters of two neighbouring particles i and j, q3(i) · qú3(j) for
the fifth independent system of N = 500 ETP particles at T ú = 0.085, using the tetrahedral
centres of the system. The peak at -1 is characteristic of cubic diamond, with the additional
peak at -0.115 suggesting that hexagonal diamond motifs are also present.
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In order to have an approximate quantitative measurement of how “CT-like” or “HT-like”
each system is, the extended common neighbour analysis method can be used. CNA involves
classifying particles according to their local environment. For each particle a list of Nb nearest
neighbours, according to some cuto , is generated. Then for each of those nearest neighbours
three indices are computed, {a, b, c}, forming their CNA signature. The complete set of Nb CNA
signatures are used to characterise each particle. Index a is the number of neighbours that the
nearest neighbour under consideration has in common with the central particle (i.e., the number
of common neighbours), b is the number of bonds between those common neighbours and c is the
longest continuous chain of common neighbours. This analysis is easily applied to systems with
close packing, however, for CD and HD the nearest neighbours have no bonds between them and
so a = 4 and b = c = 0 for CD and HD. This issue can be remedied however, by exploiting the
fact that CD and HD are formed from two interpenetrating fcc and hcp structures respectively.
For a given particle its first nearest neighbours are identified (of which there are four), then
their nearest neighbours are also identified (giving twelve additional second nearest neighbours
to the central particle). A particle that represents a CD centre will form {4,2,1} pairs with all
of the second nearest neighbours, whereas a HD centre will {4,2,1} pairs with six of the second
nearest neighbours, and {4,2,2} pairs with the other six. This is known as the extended CNA.121
If we focus on a perfect cubic tetrastack crystal, each particle is associated with two tetrahedral
units, where the centre of each tetrahedral unit sits on a diamond lattice point. Given that cubic
tetrastack and diamond share the same unit cell, we can say that in the unit cell of CT there
are two unique tetrahedral vacancies (i.e., the lattice points for cubic diamond) and therefore,
there are N/2 tetrahedral vacancies in a perfect CT crystal of N particles. The same argument
can be applied to hexagonal tetrastack and diamond, therefore, we say that for a system of N
particle we expect at most to identify N/2 unique tetrahedra. Therefore, we can exploit the
fact that the centres of the tetrahedra that form CT and HT lie on diamond lattice points to
determine whether a given system has more cubic diamond (CD) or hexagonal diamond (HD)
character. The extended CNA algorithm, as implemented in the freely available visualisation
software OVITO122, is used in tandem with the order parameter q, to provide an approximate
description of whether a given tetrahedral centre displays CD-like or HD-like character. The
general idea behind this is shown in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25: (left) The (001) and (111) views of a segment of cubic tetrastack with ETP particles
are shown. There are 17 unique tetrahedral centres, with 13 formed by strong-strong interactions
(red) and 4 formed by weak-weak interactions (blue). (right) The tetrahedral centres are repre-
sented as translucent spheres, with the centres-of-mass of the particles represented by the white
spheres. The central (navy) sphere indicates a tetrahedron labelled as a cubic diamond centre,
the sky blue and green spheres are the first and second neighbours of this centre respectively.
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Given that the simulation is performed in a cubic box, and the density of the system is not
the ideal density, we expect NT d to be smaller than the maximum value of N/2. Table 3.4 shows
the average fraction of tetrahedra assembled, ÈfT dÍ = È2NT d/NÍ, and the average fraction of
those tetrahedra characterised as diamond centres, Èf0xÍ, first neighbours to a diamond centre,
Èf1xÍ or second neighbours to a diamond centre, Èf2xÍ, where x = cd for cubic diamond and
x = hd for hexagonal diamond.
System ÈfT dÍ Èf0cdÍ Èf1cdÍ Èf2cdÍ Èf0hdÍ Èf1hdÍ Èf2hdÍ
1 0.81 0.09 0.14 0.17 0.07 0.15 0.24
2 0.83 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.13 0.13 0.16
3 0.83 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.17 0.20 0.24
4 0.78 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.19 0.27
5 0.83 0.21 0.22 0.25 0.05 0.07 0.08
Table 3.4: The fraction of tetrahedra formed at T ú = 0.085 for the five N = 500 VMMC
simulations. The fraction of those tetrahedra that are characterised as cubic or hexagonal
diamond centres are given. Additionally, the fraction of tetrahedra that are not diamond centres,
but are first or second neighbours of a diamond centre are shown.
It is clear that a mixed phase was observed in all of the systems studied, as they all gave
signatures for both CD and HD. Although a perfect crystal was not formed, we saw that systems
3 and 5 displayed a clear majority of HD and CD respectively. Images of these structures are
shown in Figures 3.26 and 3.27, using the representation of Figure 3.25. The tetrahedral centres
are coloured according to whether they are characterised as CD or HD centres, or whether they
are first or second neighbours of a CD or HD centre. Additionally, grey particles represent
tetrahedra that are unrelated to either diamond structure. In Figure 3.26 the characteristic
hexagonal columns of HT are clearly visible, separated by a region of CT. Whereas, the (111)
staggered Kagome planes of CT are visible in Figure 3.27, with regions of CT dominating the
system.
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Figure 3.26: The final configuration of system 3 visualised using OVITO. The image on the left
hand side particularly highlights the emergence of hexagonal tetrastack in this system, with the
columns of eclipsed tetrahedra showing.
Figure 3.27: The final configuration of system 5, visualised using OVITO. The image on the
left hand side particularly highlights the emergence of cubic tetrastack in this system, with the
planes of staggered tetrahedra clearly visible.
Nothing CD CD(1st) CD(2nd) HD HD(1st) HD(2nd)
grey navy sky blue teal red orange yellow
Table 3.5: Colour key for the characterisation of tetrahedral centres in Figures 3.26 and 3.27
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We have shown that, by following a hierarchical self-assembly pathway, the ETP particles can
be expected to form a mixed phase of CT and HT under equilibrium conditions. This has often
been suggested to be an issue, in the context of the spherical particles, as it is suggested that
only a perfect CT structure will possess a photonic band gap. However, as we have discussed in
the previous section, this is not necessarily the case; and that the photonic band gap for the CT
and HT structures formed with ETP particles can be attributed to the tetrahedral coordination
of the particles. Therefore, although a perfect crystal has not been formed, we can still expect
the ETP particles to assemble into a structure that possesses a complete photonic band gap.

Summary and Outlook
We set out to explore, using a variety of computational methods, a bottom-up route to certain
colloidal open crystals. While the diamond and tetrastack crystals composed of dielectric spheres
are well-known to have complete photonic band gaps, the rod-connected diamond structure is
currently the champion structure for photonic crystals. This set the context for us to target
elongated analogues of the tetrastack crystals, in anticipation of finding enhanced properties rel-
ative to the spherical counterparts. To this end, we have considered elongated triblock patchy
particles on the colloidal scale and shown that the design space supports elongated analogues
of tetrastack crystals, with the cubic and hexagonal polymorphs both displaying a complete
photonic band gap of 18% and 7% respectively. For the spherical counterparts, the cubic poly-
morph displays a band gap of 4% and the hexagonal polymorph has no band gap. We have,
therefore, shown that through the introduction of geometric anisotropy into the particles, the
photonic properties of the structures is indeed enhanced. Additionally, we have shown that the
eigenmodes of the cubic and hexagonal polymorphs have almost identical field patterns, which
suggested that Mie scattering, and the tetrahedral coordination of the particles, are crucial for
the opening of the band gap. The cubic polymorph has the wider band gap most likely due to
its more spherical Brillouin zone, resulting in greater synergy between the Bragg and Mie scat-
tering mechanisms. We have devised a strategy for designer triblock patchy particles to follow
a hierarchical self-assembly pathway to form a crystalline, albeit mixed, cubic and hexagonal
tetrastack phase. However, as it is the tetrahedral coordination of the particles which is sug-
gested to play the major role in the opening of the band gap, and given that both polymorphs
display a complete band gap, it is expected that these mixed phases would also have a complete
photonic band gap. However, further studies are required in order to confirm this.
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Additionally, given the emphasis we have put on the role of Mie resonant scattering for the
photonic properties of these structures we also suggest that scattering studies for the individual
particles be performed, as well as, for clusters of the particles. This is to confirm the role of the
Mie-like resonances observed in the crystal structures in the opening of the band gap. The field
patterns of the eigenmodes for the diamond structures with spherical particles should also be
visualised in order to see whether there is a correlation between the field patterns of diamond
and tetrastack. This would, again, provide further evidence for the role of the tetrahedral
coordination of the particles in their photonic properties.
There is an undeniable relationship with the local coordination of the particles and the
photonic properties of their crystal structures. Additionally, hierarchical self-assembly provides
a particularly attractive route to ordered crystal structures. Looking beyond this system, and
that of diamond, these two observations could be used in tandem to potentially realise other
structures that display complete photonic band gaps. A series of metamolecular structures
have previously been proposed to mimic the chemical bonds in molecules, giving plasmonic
molecules.123–125 We propose that it should also be possible to generate “dielectric molecules”.
Guided by the photonic properties of clusters of dielectric particles, it should be possible to





Inexact Line Search Methods
A.1 The Wolfe Conditions
The most obvious inexact line search condition to enforce at each iteration is that –k provides
a decrease in Uk, so that U(xk + –kdk) < U(xk). However, this condition is not su ciently
stringent as it does not prevent steps that are too long. Instead we formulate a condition that
provides a su cient decrease in Uk Given a descent direction, dk, the coordinates, xk and a
constant, c1 œ (0, 1) we say that –k satisfies the Armijo condition if:
U(xk + –kdk) Æ U(xk) + c1–kÒUk · dk (A.1)
We can use the Armijo condition to find a suitable step-length in backtracking algorithm, where
we take some initial guess of –k and gradually decrease it until the Armijo condition is satisfied.
Algorithm 3: Backtracking Armijo line-search algorithm
1 Uk = U(xk), dk Ω ≠ÒUk
2 –0 > 0, c1 œ (0, 1), · œ (0, 1)
3 i = 0
4 while U(xk + –idk) Æ U (xk) + c1–iÒUk · dk do
5 –i+1 Ω ·–i
6 i = i + 1
7 end
8 return –k Ω –i
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The Armijo condition is not enough to guarantee that a suitable step size is chosen as Eqn. (A.1)
is satisfied for all su ciently small values of –k. To exclude steps that are too short we must
introduce a second requirement for –k to satisfy. Given a descent direction, dk, the coordinates,
xk and a constant, c2 œ (c1, 1) we say that –k satisfies the curvature condition if:
ÒU(xk + –kdk) · dk Ø c2ÒUk · dk (A.2)
The left hand side of Eqn. (A.2) is simply: dU(xk+1)/d–k, and so the curvature condition
ensures that the gradient of U(xk+1) is c2 times greater than the initial gradient at U(xk).
Therefore, if –k satisfies the curvature condition we cannot expect much more of a decrease
in Uk along the current direction. Taken together Eqns. (A.1) and (A.2) are known as the
weak Wolfe conditions. However, we can alter the curvature condition slightly, to ensure that
U(xk + –kdk) is in the region of a stationary point and arrive at the strong Wolfe conditions:
Given a descent direction, dk, the coordinates, xk and the constants, 0 < c1 < c2 < 1 we say
that –k satisfies the strong Wolfe condition if:
U (xk + –kdk) Æ U(xk) + c1–kÒUk · dk
and
|ÒU (xk + –kdk)·dk| Æ c2|ÒUk · dk|
(A.3)
The only di erence between the weak Wolfe conditions and the strong Wolfe conditions is that
dU(xk+1)/d–k is not allowed to be too large, and so we only consider points that are in the
region of a stationary point. We can outline an algorithm that uses the strong Wolfe conditions
to find –k in two stages: (i) Given an initial estimate of –k, keep increasing it until it is acceptable
or an interval that brackets acceptable step lengths is found. (ii) If the interval is found, an
auxiliary function is called to iteratively decrease the size of the interval until an acceptable
value for –k is found.

Background Theory for Photonic Crystals
B.1 Derivation of the Master Equation
This section takes inspiration from Ref. [16] and so the the reader is directed here for a complete
exposition of the subject. First we must be able to describe the propagation of electromagnetic
waves through a photonic crystal. We start with the four macroscopic Maxwell equations:
Ò · D(r, t) = fl (B.1)
Ò · B(r, t) = 0 (B.2)
Ò ◊ E(r, t) = ≠ˆB(r, t)
ˆt
(B.3)
Ò ◊ H(r, t) = ˆD(r, t)
ˆt
+ J (B.4)
where r is vector describing a point in Cartesian space and t is time. These are the Maxwell
equations in di erential form and in SI units, this form is chosen to make the derivation simpler.
We will consider our photonic crystals to be mixed dielectric media, and so contain regions
of homogeneous, dielectric material without any free charges or currents. In the case of non-
conductive media, such as silica, the current and charge density are: J = 0 and fl = 0. The
magnetic and electric flux densities (B and D) are related to the magnetic and electric field
vectors (H and E) by the constitutive relations:
B(r, t) = µ0H(r, t) + M
D(r, t) = Á0E(r, t) + P
(B.5)
where Á0 is the permittivity of free space, 8.85 ◊ 10≠12 F /m, and µ0 is the permeability of
free space, 4fi ◊ 10≠7 H/m. M is the induced magnetic polarisation of the medium, and for a
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non-magnetic medium (such as silica) M = 0, therefore we take the magnetic flux density to be:
B(r, t) = µ0H(r, t) (B.6)
P is the induced polarisation of the medium, where for a dielectric medium a nonzero P is
induced by an external electric field, E. If we consider a medium made up of positive and
negative charges (e.g. protons and electrons), then when an electric field is present the positive
and negative charges will become separated. This charge separation results in an additional
electric field called the induced polarisation, P. The nature of the induced polarisation depends
on the medium considered. If the medium is linear and isotropic then the induced polarisation
is linearly proportional to the external electric field and can be expressed as:
P = Á0 · ‰E(r, t) (B.7)
where ‰ is the electric susceptibility, and can be considered as a proportionality constant between
P and E. For an isotropic medium, such as silica glass, linear susceptibility can be taken to be
a scalar, we can now re-write the electric flux density as:
D(r, t) = Á0ÁE(r, t) (B.8)
where Á = 1+‰, and is known as the dielectric constant (or relative permittivity) of a dielectric
material. The higher the value of Á the slower the propagation of light through that medium.
The dielectric constant of a non-uniform medium is denoted by Á(r).






Ò · H(r, t) = 0 (B.10)
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We can eliminate E(r, t) from Eqn. (B.12) to obtain a wave equation for the magnetic field. We
divide Eqn. (B.12) by Á(r) to get:
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Ò ◊ E(r, t) (B.14)


































where c is the vacuum speed of light: c = 1/ÔÁ0µ0 = 2.9979 ◊ 108 m/s. We can describe the
electric and magnetic fields as a set of superimposed sinusoidal monochromatic waves (i.e. sinu-
soidal waves with a constant angular frequency, Ê). We can then write the fields as the product















where we take the real parts to acquire the physical fields. The two divergence equations require
H(r) and E(r) to be perpendicular to the direction of propagation, meaning that the fields must
be built from transverse electromagnetic waves.
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Ò · H(r) = 0 (B.20)
Ò ◊ E(r) = iÊµ0H(r) (B.21)
Ò ◊ H(r) = ≠iÊÁ0Á(r)E(r) (B.22)












This is known as the Master Equation, where each eigenmode, H(r), (also referred to as the har-
monic modes or normal modes) correspond to one of the sinusoidal monochromatic waves from
which the magnetic field is constructed, and the eigenvalues, (Ê/c)2, provide the corresponding
angular frequencies. The electric field can then be computed using:
E(r) = i
ÊÁ0Á(r)
Ò ◊ H(r) (B.24)
B.2 Electromagnetic Variational Theorem
The eigenmodes, H(r), represent the spatial patterns of the magnetic field and the eigenvalues,
Ê
2/c2, are proportional to the squared frequencies of those modes. The di erential operator, Q̂,
is a Hermitian operator. If we define some arbitrary Hermitian operator, X̂, and two fields A(r)
and B(r), then X̂ has the special property:
⁄







where ‘ú’ denotes the complex conjugate and the integral over all space of a dot product of the
two fields A(r) and B(r) is known as the inner product which we can denote as:
ÈA, BÍ ,
⁄
d3r Aú(r) · B(r) (B.26)
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Therefore, we can rewrite Eqn. (B.25) as:
ÈA, X̂BÍ = ÈX̂A, BÍ (B.27)
We can then show that the Hermicity of Q̂ forces any two eigenmodes, H1(r) and H2(r), with
di erent corresponding eigenfrequencies, Ê1 and Ê2, to have an inner product of zero:
ÈH2, Q̂H1Í = (Ê21/c2)ÈH2, H1Í
Ê
2
1ÈH2, H1Í = c2ÈH2, Q̂H1Í = c2ÈQ̂H2, H1Í = Ê22ÈH2, H1Í
) (Ê21 ≠ Ê22)ÈH2, H1Í = 0
(B.28)
Therefore, if Ê1 ”= Ê2, then ÈH2, Q̂H1Í = 0 and so we say that H1(r) and H2(r) are orthogonal
modes. The idea of orthogonality is most easily understood in terms of 1-dimensional functions:
Èf , gÍ =
⁄
f(x)g(x) dx = 0 (B.29)
For example consider the integral of the product of two sine curves, i.e., let f(x) = sin x and
g(x) = sin 2x. If the frequencies of the two sine curves are di erent then between some interval,
for instance [0, 2fi], the two curves are of opposite sign as often as they are of the same sign.
The product of these two sinusoidal functions will therefore be positive as often as it is negative,
therefore, the integral of their product will be zero. The set of functions fn(x) = sin (nfix/L)
can be shown to all be orthogonal to one another for x œ [0, L]. Each of these functions has
a di erent number of nodes, with fn having n ≠ 1 nodes. The concept that orthogonal modes,
of di erent frequencies, possess a di erent number of spatial nodes can be extended to three-
dimensional functions, with a harmonic mode of lower frequency generally possessing fewer
nodes than higher frequency modes. There is in fact more to consider for the eigenmodes that












where the lowest eigenfrequency mode has the corresponding field pattern that minimises Uf (H),
which can be shown to be equal to:
Uf (H) =
ÈÒ ◊ E, Ò ◊ EÍ
ÈE, Á(r)EÍ =
⁄




By minimising the variational functional, we see that the lowest energy modes are those with
an electric field profile that is localised within high dielectric regions (i.e., maximising the de-
nominator), and have little spatial oscillation (i.e., minimising the numerator), whilst also being
orthogonal to other modes of a di erent frequency.
B.3 Bloch-Floquet Theorem
We know that the di erential operator, Q̂, and the eigenmodes, H(r), possess the translational
symmetry of the crystal. We can therefore introduce a translation operator, T̂R, such that:
T̂RH(r) , H(r + R) (B.33)
Application of T̂R to the Master equation gives:
T̂RQ̂(r)H(r) = Q̂(r + R)H(r + R) = Q̂(r)H(r + R) = Q̂(r)T̂RH(r) (B.34)
We see that T̂R commutes with Q̂ (T̂RQ̂ = Q̂T̂R) and so we can assert that a given eigenmode,




H(r) and T̂RH(r) = t(R)H(r) (B.35)
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Additionally, we see that the application of two successive translations to H(r) gives:
T̂RT̂RÕH(r) = t(R)T̂RÕH(r) = t(R)t(RÕ)H(r) (B.36)
equivalently, we can write:
T̂RT̂RÕH(r) = T̂R+RÕH(r) = t(R + RÕ)H(r) (B.37)
Therefore, the eigenvalues for the translation operator must satisfy the following relation:
t(R + RÕ) = t(R)t(RÕ) (B.38)
They can thus be decomposed into a product of three components, one for each lattice vector:
t(R) = t(a1)n1t(a2)n2t(a3)n3 (B.39)
It is immediately obvious that we can always choose t(ai) to be of the form: t(ai) = ei2fixi ,
where, xi œ R (xi can actually be any complex number, however, due to the periodic boundary
conditions imposed on the eigenmode xi must be real). This means that we can express the
eigenvalues as: t(R) = eik·R where, k =
q3
i=1 xibi, and bi is a reciprocal lattice vector satisfying
the condition: ai · bi = 2fi”ij . We now have:
T̂RH(r) = H(r + R) = H(r)eik·R (B.40)
This is known as the Bloch-Floquet theorem, which states that for every eigenmode H(r) there
is a wave vector k that ensures any translation by a direct lattice vector R is equivalent to
multiplying the eigenmode by the phase factor eik·R.72,73 We can also interpret the Bloch-Floquet
theorem in another way, we can equivalently express the eigenmodes as a product of an envelope
function hk(r) that has the same periodicity as the photonic crystal, hk(r) = hk(r + R), and a
plane wave eik·r, that acts as a phase factor:
H(r) © Hk(r) = hk(r)eik·r (B.41)

Benchmarking of Crystal Structure Prediction Framework
In order to ensure that the crystal structure prediction machinery implemented in GlOSP works
as intended, a general Ewald sum (or accelerated lattice sum) was implemented and used to
predict the crystal structures of benzene. In this section we outline the accelerated convergence
treatment of lattice sums and present the benchmarking data.
C.1 Acceleration of Lattice Sums
Lattice sums that include long-range interactions require special measures in order to ensure
that the sums converge. The generalised Ewald sum is one such method that can be applied
to a potential energy function that includes a negative power of distance: zm
ab
, where m is the
exponent. We are considering the interaction between two rigid bodies i and j, with sites a and
b respectively. The distance between sites a and b is given by:
zab = Îzi + Ri · z0a ≠ zj ≠ Rj · z0bÎ (2.17)
where: zi is the center of mass of particle i, z0a is the reference position of site a and Ri is the
rotation matrix describing the orientation of particle i.



















where „(zab) is known as a convergence function, zab is the distance between sites a and b of
particles i and j, Bab is the potential energy coe cient and (*) indicates that when n = 0 the
self-terms with i = j are omitted. The function „(zab) is chosen to be a rapidly converging
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function so as to allow the first component of Eqn. (C.1) to converge quickly, although the sec-
ond term still converges slowly. However, the Fourier transform of this second term converges
rapidly in reciprocal space. Therefore, we can calculate part of the sum in direct-space, and the
other part in reciprocal-space.
The generalised Ewald sum for any inverse power potential depends on a convergence func-
tion. The key property of this function is that it converges quickly in real space, and 1 ≠ „(x)









where G(w) and G(w, x) are the gamma function and upper incomplete gamma function re-
spectively, the gamma function is the optimal choice for the convergence function.127 The –
parameter is known as the convergence parameter and controls the relative contribution of the
two decomposed sums. The gamma function is given by the equations:
G(w) = (w ≠ 1)! (C.3)






The incomplete gamma function can be computed by using the following known values:












G(1, x) = e≠x (C.7)
where Eqn. (C.5) corresponds to the exponential integral, and erfc(x) is the complementary
error function. Using these values, with the following recursive relationships, it is possible to
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compute G(w, x) for integer and half-integer values of w:
G(w + 1, x) = wG(w, x) + xwe≠x (C.8)
G(w, x) = 1
w






where Eqn. (C.8) is used if w is positive and Eqn. (C.9) is used if w is negative.












Substituting Eqn. (C.2) into (C.1) gives us the real-space (U r) and reciprocal-space (Uf )




































Bab cos(G · zab)
D
(C.14)
where W is the volume of the unit cell and G is a reciprocal lattice vector. We omit the origin
term, G = 0, from the reciprocal space sum, and so calculate it separately as U0. Additionally,
the reciprocal space sum implicitly includes self-interactions, and so we require a correction
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When put together the lattice sum takes the form:
U = U r + Uf + U self + U0 (C.17)
C.1.1 Truncation of the Accelerated Lattice Sum
Truncation of the infinite sums can introduce error into the energy and force calculations, and
so cannot be chosen arbitrarily. The – parameter controls the convergence properties of the two
sums. Given G(n, 0) = G(n), we see that, at the limit of – = 0, the reciprocal sum is equal
to zero. This means that increasing – decreases the contribution of the direct-space sum, and
increases that of the reciprocal-space sum (and vice-versa).We calculate –, and the cut-o  values

















≠ ln Á and Á is the desired accuracy for the sum.
C.1.2 Energy Derivatives
Taking the derivative of the energy with respect to the coordinates of the molecules and the unit
cell parameters is required in order to perform local optimisation. We require the derivatives of
the lattice energy with respect to the translational and rotational coordinates of the particles, as
well as, the derivatives with respect to the lattice parameters. Additionally, we require three sets
of derivatives for the direct-space, reciprocal-space and correction terms in the lattice energy.
As far as we are aware these derivatives are not given in any other literature for the general
Ewald method as applied to rigid body systems, and so we outline them below.
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Direct-Space Derivatives
Taking the derivative of the direct-space component of the energy with respect to the transla-





















































































































































The derivatives of the reciprocal-space term in the lattice energy, with respect to the translational





















































Given that we also have:
ˆGm≠3












































































For a given lattice vector, R = A · n, the corresponding reciprocal lattice vector is given by:
G = 2fiA≠1 · n (C.31)
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W sin2 “ ≠




0 cos “a2 sin2 “
(cos —≠cos – cos “)
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W sin2 “ ≠




0 0 cos “a3
Ô
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Table C.1: Derivatives of the inverse cell matrix with respect to cell lengths, {a1, a2, a3}, and
the cell angles {–, —, “}
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Correction Terms Derivatives
The self term, U self , accounts for only intra-molecular interactions and as a result its value does
not change during the optimisation process. The charged system term, U0, is also independent
of the position of the molecules in the crystal, however it does depend on the volume of the unit









The derivatives of the reciprocal space term and the charged system term both require the











W[sin Êi(cos Êi ≠ cos Êj cos Êk)]
W
(C.35)
where Êi, Êj , Êk œ {–, —, “}, i ”= j ”= k and l œ {1, 2, 3}.
C.2 Crystal Structures of Benzene
The crystal structures of benzene have been well studied with multiple models, and so is an
ideal system to benchmark the crystal structure prediction code. We chose to use the simple
rigid body model given by Williams and Starr130, where the pair potential is given by:








These parameters were generated through empirically fitting of structural data. A list of hypo-
thetical benzene structures has previously been generated using this model and energy minimi-
sation.131 30 structures were found at zero pressure, with the lattice energy, spacegroup and cell
parameters provided for each structure.
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A B C
C-C 2414 367,250 3.60
H-H 136 11,677 3.74
C-H 573 65,485 3.67
qC = -qH = -0.153e
Table C.2: Williams and Starr (1977)130 force field parameters.
Basin-hopping global optimisation, using the L-BFGS local minimiser, was performed using this
system where the exponent-6 term and Coulomb term were both evaluated using the Ewald
method outlined above, and the exponential term was calculated by the direct sum method.
A single run of 10,000 Monte-Carlo steps was performed with four molecules in the unit cell,
starting from a random initial configuration. The lowest 500 minima were saved and then the
spacegroups and conventional unit cells of those minima were determined using spglib. A
list of unique minima was then generated and compared to the minima provided in by van
Eijck et. al., that we will refer to as the literature values from now on. The comparison between
minima found using GlOSP and the literature values is provided in Table C.3. Of the 30 literature
minima, 20 were found during the short basin-hopping simulation. Only these 20 minima are
tabulated in Table C.3, where we see that the spacegroups and lattice parameters for these
minima are exactly the same (with the exception of a few cell parameters di ering by 0.01 Å
or 0.01¶) with the literature values. However, there is a slight di erence in the lattice energies.
This is most likely due to the energy minimisation in the literature being discontinued when
the magnitude of the gradient is less than 1 ◊ 103 kJ mol≠1 Å≠1, whereas each minimisation
step in GlOSP is considered as converged when the root mean square di erence (RMSD) of the
magnitude of the gradient is less than 1 ◊ 106 kJ mol≠1 Å≠1. Additionally, a visualisation of
Benzene I is provided in Figure C.1, as given by GlOSP. It is clear from this that we are able to
realiably predict potential crystal structures of rigid body systems using GlOSP, and extract the
spacegroups and primitive/conventional unit cell parameters for those structures using spglib.
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Figure C.1: (top) The predicted global minimum of benzene using the GlOSP. (bottom) An

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Benchmarking of Photonic Band Structure Calculations
In order to make sure that the pipeline of GlOSP æ spglib æ MPB provides the correct final
output, we decided to reproduce band structures that have previously been reported in literature.
D.1 Band Structure of Inverse Opals
Initially we reproduced the band structures for the inverse fcc16 and hcp133 structures to make
sure that both cubic and hexagonal structures are properly represented within the MIT MPB
framework. The generalised Lennard-Jones pair potential was implemented in GlOSP, using the


















where, ‘ij and ‡ij are the well-depth and the distance at which the pair potential is zero.
They satisfy the combination rules: Ô‘ii‘jj and (‡ii + ‡jj)/2, and we set ‘ii = ‘jj = 1 and
‡ii = ‡jj = 1. First we performed basin-hopping global optimisation with m = 6, and with two
particles in the unit cell (Z = 2), in order to benchmark the implementation. The lowest two
minima were found to be the hcp and fcc structures, whose lattice energies are shown in Table




Table D.1: Dimensionless lattice energies for the hcp and fcc structures as extracted from GlOSP.
The values agree well with those previously reported in ref. [134]
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As the Lennard-Jones exponent, m, tends to infinity we approach the hard-sphere limit. How-
ever, a value of m = 60 provides a close enough approximation to hard-spheres. The hcp and fcc
structures found for m = 6 were used as seeds for short global optimisation runs with m = 60.
The primitive and conventional unit cells for the “hard-sphere” hcp and fcc structures were then
extracted using spglib and used to set up the scripts to calculate the band structures for their
inverse structures using the MIT MPB package.
The radii of the spheres in both calculations were set to r = afcc/
Ô
8, where afcc is the cell
length of the conventional unit cell of fcc. This corresponds to the close-packing limit where
the spheres are touching and both structures have a volume fraction of ≥ 74%. The dielectric
constant of the spheres was then set to Áb = 1 and the background medium was set to Áa = 13
for the inverse fcc structure16 and Áa = 11.9 for the inverse hcp structure,133 resulting in two
lattices composed of air spheres, that are just touching, embedded in a dielectric medium. The
frequencies are reported in the reduced units of Êa/2fic, where a = Îa1Î for each of the respective
structures (i.e., for the fcc structure a = afcc).
The band structure of the inverse fcc structure is shown in Figure D.1. There is band
gap between the 8th and 9th bands, which has a midgap ratio of DÊ/Êm = 6.1%. The band
structure is identical to that given on page 104 of ref. [16]. The band structure calculated for the
inverse hcp structure is shown in Figure D.2, and agrees well with the band structure given in
ref. [133], with both showing a complete band gap between the 16th and 17th bands. However,
there is a slight discrepancy between the size of the band gap quoted in ref. [133] (2.8%) and
that calculated here (4.1%).
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Figure D.1: The photonic band structure of a face-centred cubic lattice of air spheres embedded
in a high dielectric medium of Á = 13.
Figure D.2: The photonic band structure of a hexagonal close-packed lattice of air spheres
embedded in a high dielectric medium of Á = 11.9.
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D.2 Band Structure of Cubic Tetrastack
The photonic properties of the cubic tetrastack structure, with spherical particles, is well known.
The band structures for the direct and inverse cubic tetrastack structures are reported in the
supplementary information of Ref. [63]. Using GlOSP, and the patchy rod model with Lú = 0,
‘AA = ‘BB = 5 and – = — = 85¶, the cubic tetrastack structure was extracted. Then spglib was
used to find the primitive and conventional unit cell parameters and the fractional coordinates
of the particles in order to set up the band structure calculations using MPB. The diameter of








where, a is the edge length of the conventional unit cell and flú is the reduced density of the
system. In order to match the calculations for Ref. [63] we set flú = 0.87 for the direct structure,
and flú = 2.52 for the inverse structure. The frequency is given in the reduced units of Êa/2fic,
and again the band structures calculated using the output for GlOSP and spglib match up well
with those previously reported in the literature.
Figure D.3: (left) The photonic band structure of the direct cubic tetrastack structure with
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